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DISCLAIMER
This Report has been prepared based on publicly available information disclosed by the
companies in our research sample for the reporting year of 2018. Website information was
reviewed in the year 2019, the same year when 2018 activities were reported.
The analysis is based on the information that the companies have disclosed. We have not
checked for or pursued independent verification of disclosed information and accepted the
disclosed information as trustable and accurate.
The detailed findings of our analysis for each company have been shared with the Investor
Relations departments prior to publication to provide an opportunity for review and feedback.
Inputs we received from the companies have been considered before finalizing the scores.
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PREFACE
Sustainability is critical not only for the livelihood of the humanity and the planet, but also
for the long-term success of the corporation. Yet, typically sustainability is seen as a side
issue that needs to be addressed alongside running the business, rather than totally shifting
the way the business is conducted.
A growing number of stakeholders, particularly investors are increasingly focusing on
the role corporate boards play in providing guidance and oversight over a company’s
sustainability strategy and performance.
The funds managed by over 500 signatories of Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)
surpassed 100 trillion USD in 2020. The signatories commit to incorporate environmental,
social, and governance (ESG) factors into their investment decisions;
to better manage risk and generate sustainable long-term returns.
Kofi Annan’s 1999 Davos speech, where he had stated that the world’s most pressing
problems cannot be solved by governments alone and it is time for the civil society,
academia, and business to pitch in, has led to the establishment of UN Global Compact the
following year.
In 2012 during the Rio+20 meetings, the five founding partner exchanges of the Sustainable
Stock Exchanges (SSE) initiative*, made a voluntary public commitment to promote
improved ESG disclosure and performance among listed companies in their markets.
Awareness on what is necessary for a sustainable future as well as commitment to action is
also on the rise. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were approved by almost
200 countries as a common framework to focus on actions for a sustainable future,
in 2015. Since then, a growing number of companies commit to SDGs and prioritize
sustainability issues at the CEO and board level.
This increasing awareness of the importance of sustainability is shifting the focus of the
corporation from “The business of business is business” to “Doing good is good business”
and from “short-term profits” to ”long-term purpose”.
Increasing number of leading corporations are publishing sustainability reports. However,
generally the reports do not provide an integrated picture of how the firm conducts its
business, but rather provide selective results linking them with areas of public attention,
such as the Sustainable Development Goals on an ex-post basis, rather than setting and
sharing targets and performance.
*

Borsa Istanbul,

A shift in the mentality in how to address the sustainability efforts of the corporations is
B3 S.A. (Brasil,
needed: Focusing on the opportunity to make a difference and embracing responsibility for Bolsa, Balcão –
potential influence over the whole value chain, rather than taking a defensive approach to São Paulo Stock
Exchange),
show that you are doing is good, to defend against negative publicity.
The fact that most corporations who have started to focus on sustainability publish two
separate reports, one for the financials and another for sustainability efforts is an indication
of how the companies are not fully integrating sustainability issues into their business
processes. Integrated reporting is trying to address this issue.

Johannesburg
Stock
Exchange,
Nasdaq, and
The Egyptian
Exchange.
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The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), chaired by Mervyn King, was
launched in 2010. Integrated Reporting intends to elicit material information from
the organizations about their strategy, governance, performance, and prospects in a
clear, concise, and comparable format. Integrated reporting refers to representation
of the financial and non-financial performance of a company in a single report.
This helps in providing a greater context to the non-financial data such as how the
company performs on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) parameters, how
sustainability is embedded in the core business strategy and processes.
Since 1991, the EFQM Model became the most commonly utilized framework to
make the process of landing effective change in the organizations. The EFQM Model
was renewed in 2020. Built on design thinking, the new 2020 Model has shifted from
being a simple assessment tool to one that offers a vital framework and methodology
to help with the changes, transformation, and disruption that individuals and
organizations face every day. As such it advocates a ‘leaders at every level’ approach to
ensure strong decision-making, collaboration and teamwork in every team and every
project. The Excellence Movement have always focused on getting things done and
on the quality and depth of execution. By shifting the focus from the organization to
the ecosystem and to purpose, vision, and agile strategies, the EFQM Model 2020
provides a great tool to help deploy the required change in the culture and systems of
an organization for integrating sustainability into the way the business is conducted.
All these developments do not only demonstrate that the way we conduct business
needs to change in a dramatic way, but also provide the tools to get the job done.
Negative and positive externalities should cease to be externalities and become an
integrated part of corporate decision making. Focus needs to shift from short-term
results to long-term impact. Leadership needs to be about not only managing your
own organization but also positively influencing the stakeholders in the ecosystem
as well as assuming responsibility to improve the business climate. While there are
several CEOs taking the lead in this mentality transformation**, the progress has
been slow.
Good governance is the key to the sustainability of sustainability efforts. Therefore,
Argüden Governance Academy has developed the Sustainability Governance
Scorecard© to identify how the best companies (Global Sustainability Leaders) govern
and conduct their sustainability efforts. This impact research aims to bring insight
and information to the attention of decision makers to motivate action and improve
effectiveness of implementation. Our approach is intended to be utilized as an
improvement tool for better governance of sustainability issues. The SG Scorecard
does not aim to measure the companies’ sustainability performance but seeks
the presence of an environment and a climate of sustainability governance where
sustainability efforts can flourish. The report includes best-practice examples of
various sustainability governance steps to accelerate learning from peers.
We hope that the SG Scorecard will help improve the state of the world by speeding
up peer learning from the global leaders.

Gizem Argüden
Dr. Yılmaz Argüden
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**
Such as Paul
Polman, former
CEO of Unilever
and the current
Chairman of the
Global Compact
Foundation and
Indra Nooyi,
former CEO of
PepsiCo.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The global pandemic has made the interconnected of the world and made
the need more visible for all actors to cooperate for a more sustainable
future. The global nature of problems we face requires a more holistic,
stakeholder-centric, and long-term impact-oriented view of the role of the
corporation in today’s society. The corporations’ response to emerging
sustainability challenges will determine not only their long-term viability and
competitiveness, but also the viability of the planet and its inhabitants.
Sustainability is no longer a “nice to have” issue for companies, but a crucial
element for preparing for the future. To move toward a more sustainable
future, we need to have organizations that assume their sustainability
responsibilities and act on them. Corporations—with their resources,
efficiency, innovation capabilities, and access to talent—have the opportunity
to be at the forefront of this change. To achieve this, companies need to
embark on a broad transformational change journey and lead the way in reevaluating their traditional performance models to encompass ESG issues
and ecosystem-level thinking for a more sustainable future.
Integrating sustainability into performance management to move towards
a more sustainable future requires a continuous improvement mindset and
cooperation between boards, management, investors, regulators, and civil
society. To aid them with this effort, we analyzed 212 Global Sustainability
Leaders (GSLs) that are part of Sustainability Stock Exchanges Initiatives from
7 countries and 10 sectors (Appendix 1). We analyzed the publicly available
data through a ‘governance lens’ to identify and share insights from the GSLs
on how they provide governance to their sustainability efforts and to share
best-practice examples to accelerate learning from peers.

SGS 2020 results show that GSLs have improved on several fronts
compared to the previous year. However, there is still significant room
for improvement in the effectiveness of execution and accountability of
their sustainability programs and significant opportunity to learn from
peers to accelerate progress. Below we summarize the key conclusions:
1.

Enhance board leadership for sustainability: Boards set the tone at the top
and board leadership and good governance are essential for sustainable
value creation in the long run. This is possible through setting the
right governance mechanisms, ensuring the board has the composition
and skills to lead sustainability and tying executive compensation to
sustainability metrics to incentivize management towards sustainable
value creation in the long run.
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2.

Move from storytelling to rigorous numbers: What gets measured
gets improved. There is need to move beyond checking boxes and
marketing material to embedding ESG considerations into strategy
and operations. Reporting should cover material ESG areas and
provide evidence on targets, results, and evaluation of results to signify
a learning loop (including trends, benchmarks). There should be a
mindset shift towards looking at the whole (short-term, long-term,
all relevant ESG issues, supply chain and ecosystem, individual and
global goals) rather than just reporting on parts. The scope of reporting
should be comprehensive and include all employees, geographies,
supply chain and ecosystem. This requires more rigorous target-setting
and measurement of material issues by companies, regular feedback
from investors on what matters for decision-making and unification of
reporting frameworks, at least at the sector-level.

3.

Adopt a stakeholder-centric view and assume responsibility for your
ecosystem: License to operate in today’s world requires responsible
leadership – companies who actively manage sustainability benefit
both the company and the society. Reaching sustainable development
goals requires setting-up a multi-layer multi-year process and requires
cooperation from stakeholders. When crafting their sustainability
approach, companies must move to a more stakeholder-centric model
and widen their view to encompass their ecosystem and long-term
impact.

Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
Sustainability Performance

Responsible Boards
Skill Matrix

Guidance

KPIs

Targets

Executive
Compensation

Oversight

Scope of
Implementation

Results

Results
Evaluation

Link to SDGs

Sustainability Journey

Purpose &
Value Creation
Model
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Materiality &
Stakeholder
Engagement

Supply Chain
Sustainability

Learning &
Development
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In this Report, we present a how-to guide on governance of
sustainability and provide peer-to-peer learning opportunities
based on good practices shared by the Global Sustainability Leaders
on how they approach their sustainability efforts. These examples are
presented in the relevant chapters throughout the Report.
Responsible Boards
Skill Matrix
Board members need to have the right skills to provide guidance and
oversight to the sustainability plans of the corporation. The Board needs to
have sufficient expertise to understand the decision-making processes of key
stakeholders, have members who are familiar with evolving sustainability
standards and practices, and sufficient diversity to adequately evaluate
different dimensions, perspectives, and risks of sustainability issues. A skills
matrix identifies the skills, knowledge, experience, and capabilities desired
of a board to enable it to meet both its current and future challenges and
realize its opportunities. Compared to last year’s report, sustainability skill
in at least one board member increased from 31% to 40% and sharing skills
matrix has increased from 21% to 36%.

Executive Compensation
In order to focus management behavior on capturing opportunities from
sustainability and ensure that sustainability practices are adopted as
everyday practice in decision-making, Boards need to make management
explicitly accountable for the company’s sustainability impact. Best-in-class
companies align executive compensation with strategic sustainability targets
to sharpen management’s focus and incentivize management to prioritize
sustainability. Even the GSLs have significant room for improvement in this
area. All companies in our research sample share executive compensation,
90% share link of executive compensation to financial targets, but only 28%
share link to sustainability targets.

Guidance
Board Leadership is key for setting the company’s direction and ensure
long-term value creation for the company and its ecosystem. Responsible
Boards ensure that sustainability issues are integrated into the company’s
strategy and reflected in its policies and practices. The Board must ensure
that policy covers all relevant ESG dimensions and all relevant stakeholder

9
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groups including employees, supply chain and communities. Having the
right policy is not enough, it should be regularly reviewed to be improved,
and the right people and processes should be in place for implementing
policy commitments. All GSLs have adopted ESG policies in E (climate
change, energy, waste & packaging), S (health & safety) and G (executive
compensation). There is room for improvement in E (responsible sourcing,
hazardous materials, biodiversity), S (inclusiveness, data security, customer
privacy, stakeholder engagement) and G (board diversity, succession
planning).

Oversight
The board’s oversight role requires setting up an effective internal control
mechanism, ensuring independence of audit and strict compliance,
monitoring ethics and business conduct within the company and its value
chain, and transparency in external reporting and disclosure. Effective
tracking of sustainability performance and communication to the board
is essential for improving oversight of sustainability. Board structures for
sustainability governance should be defined at the Board level and can
include direct Board Oversight or Sustainability Committee. All GSLs
defined oversight structures & board committees to address sustainability
risks and opportunities. Compared to last year, independent audit coverage
of ESG issues for GSL increased from 72% to 84% and independent audit
coverage for supply chain increased from 23% to 54%.

Sustainability Performance
KPIs, Targets, Results, Results Evaluation
What gets measured gets improved. To improve performance management
in sustainability, companies, investors, and regulators/standard-setters
must cooperate to improve the reliability, consistency, and comparability
of reporting metrics across material ESG issues. Companies must identify
KPIs for material ESG issues, set targets, report on progress, and evaluate
results to consistently get better at managing sustainability. Sectoral
collaboration is required to define what matters for each sector. Consistent
feedback from investors on the value and usefulness of metrics for decisionmaking would improve the effectiveness of this process.
As part of our research, we evaluated whether a company sets policy, KPIs
and targets and shares results and evaluation of results across specific ESG
categories. We find that 85% of GSLs consistently report on environmental
topics, 82% on social topics and 74% on governance topics. Climate Change
and Energy are the most consistently reported environmental topics, there
is significant room for improvement in consistent reporting in Responsible
Sourcing, Hazardous Materials and Biodiversity.

10
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There is a gap between policy and target-setting for Diversity & Inclusion
and Human Rights issues. Target-setting and results-assessment must
be improved for governance areas: We find that 65% report consistently
on Executive Compensation, 21% on Board Diversity and only 10% on
Compliance (Ethics, Anti-corruption).

Results Coverage
Best-in class companies ensure comprehensiveness of measurement and
implementation throughout the value chain including the supply chain, the
product lifecycle, all stakeholder groups, all levels of the organization and
all geographies. All stakeholders must be empowered and moving towards
the same direction in order to achieve sustainability goals. Transparency on
targets and results provides the basis of communication and cooperation
between relevant stakeholder groups. Among the GSLs, 89%, 85%, and
84% share targets across ESG issues respectively, but only half of these
companies set targets and share results for their supply chain.
Increasingly, companies must assume responsibility not just for the impact
of their own operations but also manage their ecosystem if they are to thrive
in the long run. To do this effectively, companies must set targets and share
results covering the environmental ecosystem, the communities in which
they operate and partnerships through which they address global goals.

Link to SDGs
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define global sustainability
priorities and aspirations for 2030 and seek to mobilize global efforts
around a common set of goals and targets. SDGs have a significant impact
on the environment, social, and governance structure in which business
will operate in the future. There is an increasing number of companies,
both public and private, committing to the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). However, business reporting on credible contributions to SDGs is
falling short and there is still an intention-action gap. Compared to last year,
the share of GSLs that link their strategy with SDGs increased from 62% to
73% and results disclosure increased from 48% to 59%. Aligning incentives
with the world we want in the future requires changes in the system. For
this systems change, Global Sustainability Leaders (GSLs) need to take
leadership to act fast and scale-up progress. If we are to reach the global
goals in 2030, companies should step-up to set targets, measure outcomes
and partner for scale-up.
The global nature of problems requires non-traditional partnerships across
corporate, social, and public spheres as well as among competitors within
the same industry. There is also needed to increase action and partnership
around creating the right climate for sustainability through institutionbuilding. We find that engagement of GSLs with SDG16: Peace and Justice
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Strong Institutions increased from 20% to 27%. Promoting the rule of law;
fighting corruption, bribery, and organized crime; protecting fundamental
freedoms and non-discriminatory laws and policies; and in short ensuring
responsive, inclusive, participatory, and representative decision-making at
all levels (good governance) should be a priority of not only all citizens, but
particularly the business leaders as well.

Sustainability Journey
Purpose and Value Creation Model
A value creation model defines the companies’ purpose and forms the basis
of a companies’ vision for long-term value creation. Best-in-class companies
identify a corporate purpose that encompasses sustainability goals and build
a culture around it. A clear statement of purpose united executives, directors
and investors on the company’s priorities and creates the link between
strategy and capital allocation decisions. Integrated reporting is a holistic
tool to help companies tell the story of how they create value now and, in the
future, and provides a solid framework for communicating the company’s
sustainability approach to different stakeholders.
Companies can use Integrated Reporting as a transformative tool for
continuously getting better at managing sustainability. We find that 92% of
companies that have Integrated Reporting share their value creation model,
whereas less than 75% of companies from all other standards share their
value creation model.

Stakeholder Engagement and Materiality
Engaging stakeholders is key to obtaining the social license to operate in
the 21st century. Best-in class companies adopt a long-term comprehensive
view of their stakeholders to encompass external stakeholders (environment,
supply chain, communities), and engage their stakeholders to identify
material ESG issues. Materiality assessment allows companies to focus
on issues which are most relevant to the firm’s core value proposition, in
order to mobilize resources for a step-change in selected areas. Publishing
a materiality matrix including assessment of materiality for the company as
well as its stakeholders, is a good communication tool to align management,
investors, and other stakeholders on what matters in the short-term and the
long-term. We find that 80% of GSL shared a list of material sustainability
issues, 69% shared prioritization based on materiality for company, 54%
shared assessment of material issues for stakeholders, and 52% shared a
materiality matrix.
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Supply Chain Sustainability
Many companies’ greatest sustainability risks and opportunities are in their
supply chain. As a result, companies must set standards, manage risk,
and invest in the development of their supply chains for a step-change in
sustainability impact. This may involve utilizing their purchasing power to
encourage, audit, collaborate with and provide benchmarking, and learning
opportunities with its suppliers on key sustainability issues. We find that
77% of GSLs share their assurance process for supply chain covers ESG
issues (69%, 75%, and 70%), but less than half of those that do, share their
supply chain results across ESG issues (29%, 31%, 19%). There is clearly
room for more rigorous audit and more transparency.

Continuous Learning and Development
Sustainability is a continuous journey. To improve the quality of the
journey, a learning mindset and environment are essential. To ensure
progress is sustained over the long-run, companies must establish a
learning loop for continuous improvement and create a climate of learning
with measurable indicators (trends, benchmarking). Lessons learned
should be utilized to improve decision-making processes, skill gaps and
required mindset changes need to be addressed through trainings and
sustainability practices need to be integrated into the company’s processes.
Furthermore, development trainings and development opportunities should
cover employees in all geographies, supply chain and communities. 93%
of GSLs report social sustainability trainings, while 75% report governance
(compliance) and only 60% report environmental trainings. Companies
must invest in training their management, workforce and supply chain
on climate change, energy efficiency, waste & packaging, and water
stewardship as well as compliance on ethics, anti-corruption and supply
chain standards.

13
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OVERALL RESULTS
The Sustainability Governance Scorecard consists of four main pillars
including board guidance, implementation and coverage, board
oversight and continuous learning. We seek to identify whether
Global Sustainability Leaders set policies, build structures and
incentivize people to provide good governance (guidance and
oversight) over their sustainability efforts, assess whether the coverage
of their sustainability efforts is comprehensive in terms of stakeholders,
value chain and geographies, and whether continuous improvement is
embedded in their efforts through a learning loop. We have divided 212
GSLs into 5 Tiers based on the assessment of these criteria.
We find that there are country and sector-wise differences in
sustainability governance quality. We also conclude that adopting global
initiatives (ie: UNGC, GRI, SASB, IR) make reasonable differences in
sustainability governance quality and can help accelerate progress
towards better sustainability reporting.
CHART 1: TIERS BY COUNTRY
Percentage of Sustainability Leaders by Origin in Each Tier
Tier 1

United Kingdom

49%

South Africa

38%

Germany

17%

United States

26%

India

9%

China

14%

Türkiye

9%

Tier 2

Tier 3

10%
17%

13%

22%

21%
33%

Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
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10%

12%
17%

28%

17%

3% 21%

Tier 5

10%
7%

14%

31%

25%

19%
21%

31%
20%

Tier 4

24%
36%

41
29
29
54
33

43%

14

33%

12
Number of companies in sample
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•

Half of the GSLs in United Kingdom (UK) are in the Tier 1. In
comparison to our 2019 Report *, the percentage of UK Companies in
Tier 1 increased from 30% to 49%.

•

More than half of the GSLs in South Africa are either in Tier 1 or Tier
2. Half of the GSLs in Germany are either in Tier 1 or Tier 2. They are
followed by companies in United States, India, China , and Türkiye,
respectively.

•

The accelerator effect of global initiatives about sustainability
governance is evident. In United Kingdom, more than half of the GSLs
are signatories of the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC). In
South Africa, adopting Integrated Reporting (<IR>) makes a reasonable
difference for sustainability governance. In Germany, more than 80%
of companies adopted GRI reporting. In United States, more than 40%
adopted SASB reporting and 65% of SASB Reporting companies are
either in Tier 1 or Tier 2.

SGS 2019 includes
analysis of the
sustainability reports and
disclosure of companies
for 2017.
*

CHART 2: TIERS BY SECTOR
Percentage of Sustainability Leaders by Sector in Each Tier
Tier 1

Consumer Goods

31%

Telecommunication

39%

Food Processors

29%

Natural Resources

38%

Automotive

14%

Utilities

27%

Chemicals

17%

Retail

33%

Pharmaceuticals

31%

Machinery &
Equipment

10%

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

46%

15%
23%

16%
36%

14%
23%

37%

12%

15%

15%

36%
4% 19%

4% 13%
17%

35%
25%
30%

10%

36%

Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©

32

26
23

12%

31%

24

14

27%

13%

7%

17%

16%

13
13

13%

31%

8%

38%

29%

8%

Tier 5

24
13
30

Number of companies in sample

•

More than %50 of the GSLs in Consumer goods, Telecommunications,
Food processors, Natural resources are either in Tier 1 or Tier 2.

•

In comparison to SGS 2019, the percentage of Tier 1 and Tier 2 companies
within Telecommunication sector almost doubled, increasing from 36%
to 62% and the share of Tier 1 and Tier 2 companies in Consumer Goods
increased from 50% to 77%.
15
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CHART 3: TIERS BY INITIATIVE
Percentage of Sustainability Leaders by Iniative in Each Tier
Tier 1

UNGC LEAD

67%

UNGC 100

50%

SASB

43%

UNGC

48%

GRI

30%

<IR>

33%

Other Companies 6%

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 5

33%

3

36%

14%

33%

11%
24%

26%

16%

16%
15%

9%
10%

20%

11%
16%

6%

16%

5%

14

8%

13%
14%

24%

47%

Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
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Tier 4

37
79
107
37
62

Number of companies in sample

•

Adopting global initiatives or approaches make reasonable differences in
the sustainability governance quality of the GSLs.

•

Among the GSLs, all of the UNGC Lead Companies are in the first or
second Tier.

•

76% of SASB Reporting companies are either in the Tier 1 or Tier 2.

•

50% of UNGC 100 Companies and 33% of the <IR> Reporting GSLs are
Tier 1 companies.

•

More than 50% of GRI Reporting companies are either in Tier 1 or Tier 2.
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Top Performers in each Country amongst Tier 1 Companies
United States

United Kingdom

Campbell Soup
Cummins
Hess Corp
Ingersoll-Rand
Newmont Mining

B+T Group
Coca-Cola HBC
Severn Trent
Tesco
Unilever

India

Germany

Dr Reddy’s Laboratories
Adidas
BASF
Mahindra & Mahindra
Evonik Industries
Tata Motors
Henkel
Metro

South Africa

China

Türkiye

Anglogold Ashanti
BHP Billiton
Exxaro Resources
Gold Fields
Woolworths Holdings

China Mobile
CLP Holdings

Coca-Cola İçecek

Companies are written in alphabetical order, Highlighted ones are the “top performers” of Sustainability Governance Scorecard©

Top Performers in each Sector amongst Tier 1 Companies

Automotive

Chemicals

Consumer Goods

Food Processors

Machinery & Equipment

Mahindra & Mahindra
Tata Motors

BASF
Croda International
Evonik Industries
Linde Plc

Adidas
Henkel
Reckitt Benckiser Grp
Unilever

Campbell Soup
Coca-Cola HBC
Coca-Cola İçecek
Diageo
Hershey’s

Cummins
Ingersoll-Rand
Xylem Inc

Natural Resources

Pharmaceuticals

Retail

Telecommunication

Utilities

Anglogold Ashanti
Exxaro Resources
Gold Fields
Hess Corp
Newmont Mining

AstraZeneca
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Dr Reddy’s Laboratories
GlaxoSmithKline

Gap Inc
Kingfisher
Pick n Pay Stores
Tesco
Woolworths Holdings

B+T Group
China Mobile
MTN Group
Vodacom Group
Vodafone Group

CLP Holdings
Exelon Corp
National Grid
Severn Trent
United Utilities

Companies are written in alphabetical order, Highlighted ones are the “top performers” of Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
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TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

China Mobile
CLP Holdings

China Everbright Intl
ENN Energy Holdings
Vipshop Holdings

China Gas Holdings
China Resources Gas Grp
Guangdong Investment

Adidas
BASF
Evonik Industries
Henkel
Metro

AB InBev
Beiersdorf
BMW
Covestro
Deutsche Telekom
Hugo Boss
Lanxess
Puma
Telefónica Deutschland

GEA Group
Osram
Siemens Germany
Zalando

Dr Reddy’s Laboratories
Mahindra & Mahindra
Tata Motors

Anglo American Kumba
Anglogold Ashanti
BHP Billiton
Exxaro Resources
Gold Fields
Harmony
MTN Group
Pick n Pay Stores
Sibanye Stillwater
Vodacom Group
Woolworths Holdings

China
14 Companies

Germany
29 Companies

India
33 Companies

South Africa
29 Companies

TIER 4

TIER 5
China United
China Yangtze Power
Dongfang Electric Corp
HK & China Gas
LONGi Green Energy
Shanghai Electric Group

Bayer
Brenntag
Symrise

Continental
E.On SE
Freenet Group
HELLA
K+S
KION Group
Linde AG
RWE

Ashok Leyland
UPL
Bharti Airtel
Gail India
Godrej Consumer Products
Havells India
Hero MotoCorp
Marico
Maruti Suzuki
NTPC
Tata Chemicals

Cipla
Dabur India
Hindalco Industries
NMDC
Nestle India
Titan Company
Vedanta

Asian Paints
Avenue Supermarts
Britannia Industries
Cadila Healthcare
Coal India
Colgate-Palmolive
Exide Industries
Lupin
Motherson Sumi Systems
Siemens India
Sun Pharma
Tata Global Beverages

Aspen Pharmacare
Glencore
Richemont
Sasol
Tiger Brands

Omnia Holdings
The Foschini Group

AECI
Kumba Iron Ore
Mr Price Group
Telkom SA SOC
Truworths International

Companies are listed alphabeticaly in each tier

Anglo American Platinum
Clicks Group
Impala Platinum
MMI Holdings
Pioneer Foods
South32

Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

Coca-Cola İçecek

Ford Otosan
Migros Ticaret
Ülker Bisküvi

Anadolu Efes
Aygaz
Tofaş
Tüpraş

Antofagasta
Associated British Foods
AstraZeneca
B+T Group
Centrica
Coca-Cola HBC
Croda International
Diageo
GlaxoSmithKline
Kingfisher
Marks & Spencer Group
National Grid
Reckitt Benckiser Group
Rio Tinto
Severn Trent
Tesco
Unilever
United Utilities Group
Vodafone Group
Wood Group

Burberry Group
Coca-Cola European Partners
Royal Dutch Shell
SSE

CNH Industrial
Greggs
IMI
NEXT
Pennon Group
Smiths Group
Spirax Sarco
Weir Group

Hikma Pharmaceuticals
Morrisons
Ocado
Rotork

B&M
Johnson Matthey
Sainsbury’s
Tate & Lyle
WHSmith

Best Buy
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Campbell Soup
Cummins
Exelon Corp
Gap Inc
Hershey’s
Hess Corp
Ingersoll-Rand
Kellogg’s
Linde Plc
Newmont Mining
Sempra Energy
Xylem Inc

3M Co
Air Products & Chemcom
Colgate-Palmolive Co
ConocoPhillips
General Mills
Intl Flavors & Fragrances
Mondelez International
Oshkosh Corp
Schlumberger
TE Connectivity
Waste Management Inc

AES Corp
Eaton Corp
Edison International
Entergy Corp
General Motors
Liberty Global
Molson Coors Brewing

AbbVie Inc
Alcoa Corp
American Water Works
Archer-Daniels-Midland
Baker Hughes
Caterpillar
Conagra Brands
Emerson Electric
Hain Celestial Group

Aptiv
Deere & Co
Dover Corp
DuPont
Ecolab
Honeywell International
IDEX Corp
Johnson Control Intl
Lennox International
Parker-Hannifin
TechnipFMC
Tesla
Zoetis

Türkiye
12 Companies

United Kingdom
41 Companies

United States
54 Companies

TIER 4

TIER 5
Petkim
Türk Telekom
Turkcell
Zorlu Enerji

Highlighted companies are the “top performers”
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PART 1: RESPONSIBLE BOARDS
SKILLS MATRIX (BOARD SKILLS AND COMPOSITION)
Board members need to have the right skills to provide guidance
and oversight to the sustainability plans of the corporation. The Board
needs to have sufficient expertise to understand the decision-making
processes of key stakeholders, have members who are familiar with
evolving sustainability standards and practices, and sufficient
diversity to adequately evaluate different dimensions, perspectives,
and risks of sustainability issues.
A skills matrix identifies the skills, knowledge, experience, and
capabilities desired of a board to enable it to meet both its current and
future challenges and realize its opportunities. Disclosing a skill matrix
is good governance and offers an opportunity for considered reflection
on whether the board has the right skills and diversity for providing
guidance and oversight on sustainability.
Recommendations
1. Link business requirements to board qualifications and make sustainability a
board priority. Responsible boards make sustainability a leadership priority and
ensure they have the right people (skills and diversity) to provide leadership and
direction on sustainability (EXAMPLE: COCA COLA HBC)
2. Publish a skills matrix: A skills matrix identifies the skills, knowledge,
experience, and capabilities desired of a board to enable it to meet both its
current and future challenges and realize its opportunities. A comprehensive
skill matrix should include business priorities, skill and experience of board
members in table format, information to assess diversity, management
experience, relevant industry and geographical experience as well as
sustainability skills relevant for the companies’ priorities. (EXAMPLE: EXARRO)
3. Focus on sustainability as a board member skill: Sustainability-related skills
requirements can cover a wide range of ESG issues, which are necessary for
board members to understand the sustainability risks and impacts across the
corporation’s value chain and how this might impact the business model and
competitive positioning of the corporation. Boards also need to have the skills
and experience to provide guidance on sustainability driven innovation and
value creation opportunities.
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4. Increase diversity to manage sustainability: Managing sustainability is
complex and requires multiple perspectives to be represented for the board
to effectively engage in strategic discussions and make long-term business
decisions. We find that best-in-class companies ensure that their boards are
fit to drive change towards a sustainable business by having diverse boards
and assess diversity across multiple dimensions including age, tenure,
gender, ethnicity, cultural background; geographic, functional and industry
experience. (EXAMPLE: ZOETIS)
5. Foster productive dialogue: Having the right skills, experience and diversity
is the first step – but there must be productive dialogue within members
of the board to reap the benefits of diversity. This requires experienced,
collaborative, and responsible board members, and a strong board culture
based on trust. Proper examination of diversity of mind would need a review
of board proceedings to see if different alternatives and their potential
impacts are evaluated and challenged with respect to risk and reward, shortterm and long-term effects, and effects on different stakeholders.

Key Findings
A skills matrix identifies the skills, knowledge, experience, and capabilities
desired of a board to enable it to meet both its current and future challenges
and capture opportunities. Disclosing a skill matrix is good governance and
offers an opportunity for considered reflection on whether the board has the
right skills and diversity for providing guidance and oversight on sustainability.

TABLE 1: BOARD SKILLS AND SKILLS MATRIX
Skills Matrix

SGS 2019

31%

At Least One Member has Sustainability as Skill

6%

Our research reveals that the assessment of functional skills and the use of
skill matrices is still not widespread, even among leading companies – but
there is promising increase:
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40%

21%

Publishes Skills Matrix
Sustainability as Skills in Skill Matrix

SGS 2020

•

Companies that have at least one board member with sustainability as
skill increased from 31% to 40%,

•

Skill matrix increased from 21% to 36%, sustainability as skill in skill
matrix is only 8%.

36%
8%
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TABLE 2: BOARD SKILLS AND SKILLS MATRIX BREAKDOWN
By Country

Shares Board Skills Matrix

US

61%

UK

54%

South Africa

52%

China

21%

India

12%

Germany

0%

Türkiye

0%

By Sector

Shares Board Skills Matrix

Natural Resources

53%

Retail

50%

Machinery And Equipment

47%

Utilities

42%

Pharmaceuticals

38%

Food Processors

29%

Consumer Goods

23%

Chemicals

22%

Telecommunications

15%

Automotive

By Initiative

7%
Shares Board Skills Matrix

IR

49%

GRI

38%

UNGC

32%

SASB

26%

NONE

30%

•

Highest share of skill matrix in Natural Resources and Retail, lowest in
Telecommunications and Automotive,

•

>50% of companies in the US, UK, and South Africa publish a skills matrix,
while none of the companies in Germany and Turkey do,

•

Half of the companies that have Integrated Reporting publish a skills matrix.
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Good Practice Examples

SKILLS MATRIX
Food
Processors

UK

• Links business requirements to required board qualifications, skills,
and experience
• Shares number of board members with required skills
• Business requirements include building community trust through
the responsible and sustainable management of business

Source: https://www.coca-colahellenic.com/content/dam/cch/us/documents/investors-and-financial/results-reports-andpresentations/reports/coca-cola-hbc-2018_iar_15mar2019.pdf.downloadasset.pdf, p. 96
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SKILLS MATRIX
Natural
Resources

South
Africa

• Shares skill matrix identifying board diversity across multiple criteria and level of
experience for general management and technical capabilities
• Shares sustainability as skill including breakdown into governance and
compliance, environmental sustainability, and health & safety

Source: https://www.exxaro.com/investor/integrated-reports2018/pdf/full-integrated.pdf, p. 16-17
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SKILLS MATRIX
Pharmaceuticals

US

• Shares skill matrix with detailed set of criteria for experience, skill, and expertise
• Includes multiple criteria for diversity including gender, race, and ethnicity
Source: https://s1.q4cdn.com/446597350/files/doc_financials/2019/ar/Zoetis_2019_Proxy_Statement.pdf, p. 2
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
In order to focus management behavior on capturing opportunities
from sustainability and ensure that sustainability practices are adopted as
everyday practice in decision making, Boards need to make management
explicitly accountable for the company’s environmental and social impact.
By aligning executive compensation with strategic sustainability
targets and tying performance payouts to non-financial sustainability
metrics, Boards can sharpen management’s focus on sustainability issues.
Recommendations
1. Identify appropriate ESG metrics material to financial performance and aligned with
long-term strategy: Metrics should be defined on issues most relevant and material to
business. For example, CO2 emissions can be more material to companies in the coal
industry, while health & safety for Mining and Construction, or workforce diversity
in consumer goods. Best-practice examples demonstrate how the selected metrics are
related to strategy and performance objectives. (EXAMPLE: NEWMONT MINING)
2. Link Executive Compensation to material sustainability/ESG targets: To improve
corporate accountability for sustainability and focus management attention, tie
executive compensation to material ESG targets. (EXAMPLE: ANGLOGOLD ASHANTI)
Best-in-class companies:
•

Select metrics that are forward looking, clear, available, replicable, comparable,
time-bound,

•

Make sure sustainability metrics are a meaningful component of the overall
remuneration framework with appropriate time horizon in line with business
strategy and challenging to incentivize outperformance,

•

Set both short-term vs long-term targets: Sustainability targets require long-term
planning as well as immediate action.

3. Provide high-quality disclosure to signal commitment to sustainability: Best examples
from GSL clearly disclose rationale with metrics in line with business strategy and allow
sufficient information for investors to assess performance and payouts against ESG
goals. Benchmarking with industry peers and disclosing executive compensation as a
multiple of an average employee’s salary are examples of ways companies make this
information useful for investors. (EXAMPLE: SSE)
4. Integrate sustainability into the performance management systems of the entire
organization: Linking executive compensation with sustainability metrics is the first
step, to move the entire organization towards sustainable value creation, performance
management systems must be aligned for the entire organization.
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Key Findings
TABLE 3: EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
SGS 2019
Shares Executive
Compensation

SGS 2020

100%

100%

Compensation Linked to
Financial Targets

88%

90%

Shares Sustainability KPIs for
Executive Compensation

23%

28%

•

All companies share executive compensation, 90% share link to
financial targets, but only 28% share link to sustainability targets.

•

Companies that share compensation linked to non-financial targets
increased from 31% to 34% from SGS 2019 to SGS 2020 and link to
sustainability KPIs increased from 23% to 28%

•

Companies focus more on social sustainability KPIs (28%), whereas
only 12% link to environmental KPIs and 9% to governance KPIs.

TABLE 4: SUSTAINABILITY KPIs
SGS 2020
Shares Environmental KPIs

12%

Shares Social KPIs

28%

Shares Governance KPIs

28

8%

•

Within companies that share sustainability KPIs for Executive
Compensation, we find that 28% share social KPIs, 12% share
environmental KPIS and 8% share governance KPIs.

•

Linking sustainability KPIs to Executive Compensation is highest
for South Africa. In South Africa, we find that 31% link executive
compensation with environmental KPIs, 69% link with social KPIs and
24% link with governance KPIs.
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Examples of sustainability KPIs for Executive Compensation are shared in Table 5.

TABLE 5: EXAMPLES OF SUSTAINABILITY KPIs
FOR EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Environmental KPIs

Social KPIs

Governance KPIs

Reportable environmental
incidents at operating mines

Percentage of compliance to
safety management systems and
practices protocol

People - Diversity and Inclusion
policy implementation

Innovation for economic and
ecological

Health - site compliance to
the global safety standards on
organisational health, wellness
and fitness for work standard

# of Complaints & Grievances

Compliance to water strategy

# of activities that foster
corporate social responsibility

Percentage of gender split
within senior manager

Climate change score

Safety performance: Lost-time
injury frequency rate

Protection of reputation

Reduction of carbon dioxide
emissions

Occupational safety and health

Progress in implementing the
diversity concept

Fatality risk management Implementation and Execution

Major hazard management
critical control of compliance

Total Recordable Injury Rate
(TRIR) and Accident Frequency
Rate (AFR)

Promotion of compliance and
integrity

Protection of employees,
contractors, communities
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Good Practice Examples

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Natural
Resources

US

• Links executive compensation with sustainability KPIS including Health & Safety
and Sustainability & External Relations
• Health & Safety metrics account for 20% of executive compensation and include
fatality risk management, health risk management and total injury rates as metrics
• Sustainability & External Relations metrics account for 5% of executive
compensation and include water strategy, closure & reclamation metrics as well as
reputation (Dow Jones Sustainability Index Ranking Top 1%)
• Provides data on performance objectives (min, target and max) as well as
performance against targets, outcome, and payout
Source: https://d18rn0p25nwr6d.cloudfront.net/CIK-0001164727/573b717d-1e8c-4432-bbf0-c1f49ae7422c.pdf, p. 71
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Natural
Resources

•

•
•

South
Africa

Links executive compensation to safety, health, environment, and community
targets (28 metrics accounting for 20% of total remuneration) as well as people
targets (3 metrics accounting for 5% of total remuneration)
Provides threshold, target and stretch measures as well as achievement against
those targets for multiple metrics under each sustainability area
Benchmarks executive compensation against benchmark group and provides list
of benchmark companies within the industry

Source: http://www.aga-reports.com/18/download/AGA-IR18.pdf, p. 170, 177
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Utilities

•
•
•

UK

Shows how performance measures are linked to strategy and how performance
was ultimately delivered
Discloses individual metrics/components for individual executive roles, as well
as summary of performance evidence and payout by executive
Sustainability component of executive compensation (Teamwork) includes
Safety (TRIR and AFR), Service (Performance in Energy Ranking Surveys),
Sustainability (Performance in various indices), Excellence (Progress of key
capital projects, gender diversity) and Teamwork (Employee Engagement Scores)

Source: https://www.sse.com/media/lgxdmzoo/sse-31464-annual-report-2019-web.pdf, p. 130
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Utilities

•
•
•

UK

Shows how performance measures are linked to strategy and how performance
was ultimately delivered
Discloses individual metrics/components for individual executive roles, as well
as summary of performance evidence and payout by executive
Sustainability component of executive compensation (Teamwork) includes
Safety (TRIR and AFR), Service (Performance in Energy Ranking Surveys),
Sustainability (Performance in various indices), Excellence (Progress of key
capital projects, gender diversity) and Teamwork (Employee Engagement Scores)

Source: https://www.sse.com/media/lgxdmzoo/sse-31464-annual-report-2019-web.pdf, p. 131
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BOARD GUIDANCE
The Board is responsible for setting the company’s direction and sets the
tone at the top. Right guidance is required for companies to manage risk
and capitalize on opportunities related to sustainability, as well as taking a
leadership role in creating a more sustainable future. Boards should ensure that
sustainability issues are integrated into the company’s strategy and reflected
in its policies and practices. Responsible Boards provide guidance to ensure
the comprehensiveness of scope for sustainability guidance by integrating ESG
issues into the company’s value proposition, policies, and strategy.

Recommendations
1. Board should provide guidance on sustainability and set the tone at the
top: Board’s role is to ensure a systematic approach to sustainability
governance is adopted by the organization. Companies should identify
priority sustainability objectives and demonstrate commitment in
material sustainability areas.
2. Define commitments for sustainability through policy and cover all ESG
relevant dimensions: The scope of sustainability issues that need to be
covered should include a comprehensive set of subjects such as safety,
health, environmental, and community impact; human rights, labor
rights, anti-corruption and business ethics.
•

Environmental policy can cover climate change, energy, waste &
packaging, water, responsible sourcing, hazardous materials, and
biodiversity. (EXAMPLE: GENERAL MILLS)

•

Social policy can cover a wide range of issues including health &
safety, human rights, non-discrimination, child labor, diversity
inclusion, gender equality. (EXAMPLE: UNILEVER, VODAFONE)

•

Governance policy should cover executive compensation, anticorruption, business ethics, risk management, supplier code of
conduct, donations, related party transactions, board diversity, and
succession planning.

3. Ensure policy covers and is adopted by all relevant stakeholder groups
including employees, supply chain and communities. Companies should
ensure implementation of the policy in all levels of the organization and
across the supply chain. Another key issue to consider is the standards
of conduct and level of implementation in all the jurisdictions that the
company operates in. OECD’s MNEs Guidelines particularly focus on
this issue.
4. Regularly review the policy, compare and collaborate with sector
standards and best-practice examples to keep the policy relevant to
changing conditions.
34
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Key Findings
To achieve sustainability goals requires establishing sustainability policies
and practices to guide company and employee behavior on a range of issues
material to the company’s ability to create value. Policies can cover a wide
range of matters and would differ between companies. A list of the policies
we looked for and the results are shown in the table below.

TABLE 6: ESG POLICY
Environmental Policy

Social Policy

Governance Policy

Climate Change/ Emissions

Health and Safety

Executive Compensation

Energy

Human Rights Policy

Anti-Corruption

Waste & Packaging

Non Discrimination

Business Ethics

Water

Child Labor

Risk Management

Responsible Sourcing

Diversity and Inclusion

Supplier Code of Conduct

Hazardous Materials

Gender Equality

Donations

Biodiversity

Forced Labor

Related Party Transactions

Product Safety

Board Diversity

Labor Privacy

Succession Planning

Development of Human
Resources
Freedom of Association
Inclusiveness
Data Security
Customer Privacy
Stakeholder Engagement
100%

>90%

>80%

>70%

•

Environmental Policy: >90% have climate change, energy, waste &
packaging, and water policy. There is potential for improvement in
developing policies on responsible sourcing, hazardous materials, and
biodiversity.

•

Social Policy: >90% of GSL policies cover human rights, labor
practices, and customer/community related issues. There is room for
improvement in customer privacy and stakeholder engagement policy
and disclosure.

•

Governance Policy: Governance policies of GSL cover executive
compensation, anti-corruption, business ethics and risk management.
Board diversity and succession planning are the lowest.

•

Policies should be substantiated through relevant KPIs, targets and
measurement of results, which will be discussed in the next section on
sustainability performance.
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Good Practice Examples

CLIMATE CHANGE POLICY
Food
Processors

•

US

Climate Change policy covers different stakeholders, outlines list of initiatives
and how to company plans to address challenges

Source: https://www.generalmills.com/en/News/Issues/climate-policy
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CUSTOMER PRIVACY POLICY
Telecommunication

•

•

UK

Outlines privacy commitments and principles including accountability, fairness
and lawfulness, privacy by design, openness and honesty, choice and access,
responsible data management and limited disclosures, balance, and security
safeguards
Provides digital resources that include the company’s views, policies and
approach on privacy and freedom of expression

Source: https://www.vodafone.com/content/dam/vodcom/sustainability/pdfs/vodafone_drf_customer_privacy.pdf, p. 3
https://www.vodafone.com/content/dam/vodcom/sustainability/pdfs/sustainablebusiness2018.pdf, p. 70
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GOVERNANCE POLICY
Consumer
Goods

•
•

UK

Comprehensive code of conduct covering several areas including countering
corruption, respecting people, safeguarding information, engaging externally
Defines commitments as well as what the employees must and must not do

Source: https://www.unilever.com/Images/code-of-business-principles-and-code-policies_tcm244-409220_en.pdf, p. 2, 16
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BOARD OVERSIGHT
The board’s oversight role requires setting up an effective internal
control mechanism, ensuring the independence of audit and strict
compliance, monitoring ethics and business conduct within the
company and its value chain, and transparency in external reporting
and disclosure. Effective tracking of sustainability performance and
communication to the board is essential for improving oversight of
sustainability.
Board structures for sustainability governance should be defined at the
Board level and can include direct Board Oversight or Sustainability
Committee. There should also be management responsibility explicitly
defined. To provide effective oversight, Boards should adopt an
assurance framework that includes internal and external audit functions
and timely reporting of key informational to the Board to assess
sustainability risks and opportunities.
Recommendations
1.

Define the Board’s sustainability responsibilities: To provide oversight
over material sustainability issues, boards should clearly define their
sustainability responsibilities through a ‘Sustainability Charter.’ The
Charter should clearly specify the scope of the board’s oversight of
sustainability issues; specifically reference the company’s priority
sustainability issues; make the linkages with the business strategies
and priorities, and provide a framework for the integration with the
company’s risk management systems. (EXAMPLE: ANGLOGOLD
AMERICAN)

2.

Set up formal structures and ensure regular Board review of ESG issues:
ESG review should be a Board priority and boards need to allocate
sufficient time and resources to deal with the sustainability risks and
management plans to address them. GSL’s tend to establish separate
board committees to provide sufficient attention to sustainability
matters and to bring the key issues to the full board. Initial role of
the sustainability committee is to establish the system, in time – as
sustainability becomes part of doing business, structure can change
(specialized issues to follow investments and innovation)

3.

Cascade sustainability responsibility across the organization: A top-down
approach to sustainability and good governance is not effective unless it
is supported by a bottom-up approach that rallies around ESG initiatives,
consistently implemented across functions, divisions and business lines.
(EXAMPLE: NEWMONT MINING)
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4.

Focus on risks and opportunities: The boards also need to provide
sufficient oversight to the management’s identification of risks and
opportunities of sustainability issues, including those related to
strategy, regulatory and legal liability, product development and pricing,
disclosure and reputation, as well as the management’s action plans.
In doing so, the boards’ unfettered access to outside experts should be
assured.

5.

Information quality determines decision quality: The board should
be presented information not just on financials, but also information
about the level of intellectual capital and reputation of the corporation,
and supplier, customer, employee, and community satisfaction surveys
are also required for quality decision making. Generally, these types
of information may have greater relevance for the future value of the
corporation and for the board members to fulfill their stewardship
roles. Information flow to the board needs to be relevant, context-based,
timely, balanced, and comprehensive.

6.

Ensure internal and independent audit covers all material ESG
issues, supply chain, and geographies: In order to exercise their
oversight responsibilities, the boards should receive findings and
recommendations from any investigation or audit by internal audit
department, external auditors, regulatory agencies, corporation’s
insurance companies, or third-party consultants concerning the
corporation’s sustainability matters on a timely basis. Internal audit
should focus to both financial and process related issues to improve
implementation and play an advisory role. Internal audit function
must have direct access to the board. Audit Committee charter should
cover compliance and sustainability related issues. In order to provide
effective oversight over sustainability issues; the Board must ensure
that independent third-party reviews cover environmental, social, and
governance issues. (EXAMPLE: HENKEL)

7.

Conduct board evaluation, integrate ESG issues into board evaluation
and disclose results: The board deliberations should also include
evaluation of the adequacy of the D&O insurance package to sufficiently
protect the directors against liabilities arising from sustainability
issues. Boards should institute a learning and continuous improvement
process for their own operations by incorporating the recommendations
of the insurers into its sustainability plans and by conducting a
regular self-evaluation exercise that evaluate the board’s approach and
effectiveness in providing guidance and oversight on sustainability
issues. Many companies utilize independent third-party experts to help
conduct a comprehensive and objective self-evaluation process.
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Key Findings
Board Oversight Responsibilities
The Board is responsible for providing oversight on sustainability issues,
review and decide on the risk appetite and monitor implementation
throughout the organization. The board’s oversight role requires setting up
an effective internal control mechanism, ensuring independence of audit and
strict compliance, monitoring ethics and business conduct within the company
and its value chain, and transparency in external reporting and disclosure.
Effective tracking of sustainability performance and communication to the
board is essential for improving oversight of sustainability.

TABLE 7: BOARD'S OVERSIGHT
RESPONSIBILITIES
Board Oversight Covers
Risk management
Business Strategy
Executive compensation
Regulatory compliance
Business ethics
Human Rights
Succession planning
Anti-corruption
Environmental Issues
Labor Practices
Supplier Code of Conduct
Related party transactions
Customer / Community Issues
Setting materiality thresholds
Donations (ie. Political)
100%

>90%

>80%

>50%

•

Board Oversight responsibilities cover risk management, business strategy,
executive compensation, and regulatory compliance for over 90%.

•

Room for improvement in setting materiality thresholds, a critical step for
developing an effective approach to sustainability, and political donations.
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Board Charter
To provide oversight over material sustainability issues, boards should
clearly define their sustainability responsibilities through a ‘Sustainability
Charter.’ The Charter should clearly specify the scope of the board’s
oversight of sustainability issues; specifically reference the company’s
priority sustainability issues; make the linkages with the business strategies
and priorities; and provide a framework for the integration with the
company’s risk management systems. The board charter can cover the
following areas

TABLE 8: BOARD CHARTER
Board Charter Includes

Role of Board Disclosed in Charter

Committees

Strategy

Appointment and
Remuneration

Internal Control
Audit

Board Independence

Risk Management

Role of Chair

Ethics

Duties of the Members

Sustainability

Conflict of Interest and
Related Party Transactions
Code of Conduct
Succession Planning
Board Evaluation
Training / Orientation
Access to Information /
Independent Advice
100%
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>90%

>80%

•

More attention must be paid to independent advice and training
orientation, as well as to board evaluation and succession planning to
ensure continuity of the board.

•

Almost all the companies disclose role of the board in Board Charter
covers strategy, internal control, audit, and risk management.

•

90%+ cover Ethics and Sustainability (Leaders in sustainability). All
Consumer Goods companies Board cover Ethics and Sustainability
issues. Almost all the companies in South Africa, boards role covers
ethics and sustainability. Lowest coverage in China and Turkiye.
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Board Committees
ESG review should be a Board priority and boards need to allocate
sufficient time and resources to deal with the sustainability risks and
management plans to address them. Global Sustainability Leaders tend
to establish separate board committees to provide sufficient attention to
sustainability matters and to bring the key issues to the full board. Initial
role of sustainability committee is to establish the system, in time – as
sustainability becomes part of doing business, structure can change
(specialized issues to follow investments and innovation).

TABLE 9: BOARD COMMITTEES
Has a Committee

Has a Charter

Has an Independent Chair

100%

100%

100%

Remuneration

97%

96%

97%

Risk

68%

67%

63%

Sustainability

63%

62%

56%

Governance

53%

53%

52%

Audit

•

All companies have an audit committee with a charter and independent
chair, and almost all companies have a remuneration committee.

•

There is room for improvement in risk, sustainability, and governance
committees – to create the forum in which sustainability and governance
opportunities and risks can be addressed
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Independent Audit and Access to Information
Independent audit of ESG performance and processes are also important
for transparency purposes. One reason external assurance for sustainability
issues is not widespread is because sustainability reporting covers diverse
topics and quantitative as well as qualitative metrics that are difficult to
measure. Furthermore, the material sustainability issues vary by sector
and even by company. Consistent external assurance and disclosure
for sustainability issues can enable the development of standards in
sustainability reporting and provide investors with increased confidence in
the quality of sustainability performance data, thereby making it useful for
decision-making.

TABLE 10: INDEPENDENT AUDIT
SGS 2019

SGS 2020

100%

100%

Independent Audit Covers Non-Financial Issues

72%

84%

Covers Environmental Issues

69%

76%

Covers Social Issues

54%

70%

Covers Governance Issues

57%

61%

Independent Audit Covers Financial Issues

Independent Audit Covers Supply Chain

44

23%

•

Independent audit covers financial issues for all companies in our
sample.

•

Independent audit coverage of non-financial issues increased to 84% in
SGS 2020 from 72% in SGS 2019.

•

Independent audit coverage is 76% for environmental issues, while 70%
for social issues and 61% for governance issues.

•

Independent audit coverage for supply chain is 54%.

54%
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Good Practice Examples

BOARd OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES
Natural
Resources

•
•

South
Africa

Explicitly defines board oversight structure for sustainability
Defines oversight responsibilities in four main areas: board governance,
financial governance, social and sustainable governance, and risk governance

Source: https://www.angloamericanplatinum.com/~/media/Files/A/Anglo-American-Group/Platinum/our-approach/corporategovernance.pdf, p. 1
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SUSTAINABILITY OVERSIGHT ANd IMPLEMENTATION
Natural
Resources

•
•
•

US

Shares sustainability governance structure across the entire organization from
board of directors to site general managers
Defines oversight of sustainability strategy as the main oversight responsibility
of the Board exercised through committees
The Safety and Sustainability Committee provides advice, counsel, and
recommendations on key sustainability matters, while other Board committees
have oversight over the other sustainability matters such as anti-corruption
(Audit Committee), and inclusion & diversity (Leadership Development
Committee)

Source: https://s24.q4cdn.com/382246808/files/doc_downloads/newmont_archive/Newmont_2018_Beyond_the_Mine_%E2%80%93_Full_Report.pdf,
p. 7
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SUSTAINABILITY ASSURANCE FRAMEwORK
Consumer
Goods

•

•

Germany

Discloses areas where the company has performed an independent limited
assurance engagement on selected disclosures on materiality and stakeholder
dialogue
Independent audit coverage includes the management approaches and
performance indicators in focal sustainability areas including energy and
climate, water and wastewater, materials and waste, health and safety, social
progress, palm oil, purchasing and supplier management and product safety

Source: https://www.henkel.com/resource/blob/912464/83612b5587397866fbbf87486d418f05/data/2018-sustainability-report.pdf,
p. 162
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PART 2:
SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE
What gets measured, gets improved. Transparency on the material
environmental, social, and governance performance results signals that it is
monitoring progress toward sustainability goals and increases confidence
in the company’s ability to create sustainable value for all its stakeholders.
Furthermore, sharing results creates an opportunity for benchmarking for
others to follow, thereby increasing the speed of learning.
Transparency creates accountability, not just for the company but also
for its stakeholders. Better transparency in reporting ESG outcomes can
restore trust in business by showing that it is taking action on sustainability.
It can also mobilize stakeholders to contribute towards progress towards
sustainability goals. Addressing sustainability challenges such as climate
change requires collaboration between multiple stakeholder groups in
a long time-horizon and trust is essential for that collaboration to be
impactful and long-lasting.
Recommendations
1.

Set ESG KPIs and SMART targets in line with what matters to focus
attention on improving sustainability performance. Best in class
companies show a holistic view of their sustainability performance
by integrating ESG and financial metrics and disclosing performance
against these metrics. (EXAMPLE: PUMA, MARKS & SPENCER)

2.

What gets measured gets improved: Set targets, report results monitor
progress on ESG related outcomes. Targets should be relevant,
meaningful, measurable, and sufficiently challenging to drive
performance. Companies should report past results as well as future
targets, to enable investors to assess ESG performance. (EXAMPLE:
CATERPILLAR, GAP, HIKMA)

3.

Assess results and share remedial action to address gap – Learn
from peers, disclose trend/benchmark to improve sustainability
performance.
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4.

Cover all employees, geographies, and supply chain: Define KPIs,
set targets, measure and report results on the supply chain. All
stakeholders must be empowered and moving towards the same
direction in order to achieve sustainability goals. (EXAMPLE:
ASSOCIATED BRITISH FOODS, NEWMONT MINING, GENERAL
MILLS)

5.

Manage your company as well as your ecosystem (environment,
community, and partnerships) Take responsibility for the environment
and the communities in which the company operates. Sustainability
can only be achieved through collective action. (EXAMPLE: GENERAL
MILLS, GAP)

6.

Cooperate and partner for impact for a step-change in how we do
business.

7.

Develop reliable, consistent set of indicators to measure intangibles (eg:
corporate culture, human capital, diversity, and inclusion): Through
consistency in reporting standards, data becomes comparable and
useful for measuring and comparing performance across different
areas. More consistency is required in reporting metrics for biodiversity
and hazardous materials (environment), human rights and diversity
(social) and compliance metrics incl. anti-corruption and ethics
(governance).

8.

Cooperate for the development of a unified reporting framework –
Standardization and comparability of sustainability data, methodology
and metrics. Investors want financial materiality, consistency
(comparability, alignment of standards) and reliability (rigorous
audit). Further simplification of reporting frameworks is necessary
to enable comparison between company’s performance and ease
of understanding so it can be used as input for decision-making.
Simplification would also be beneficial in terms of time and cost
efficiency.

9.

Pursue sectoral collaboration to define what matters and invest in
measurement and reporting systems: For sustainability reporting to
be effective, what matters should be defined for different stakeholders
and reporting done accordingly. Sectoral partnerships can enhance
the clarification of metrics relevant for industry as well as reduce cost
in developing methods to measure performance. There should be a
push for improvements in consistency in reporting standards, at least
within the same industry or clusters, to accelerate adoption of reporting
practices by other companies.

10. Communicate value of metrics and feedback on its usefulness for
decision making: Investors should communicate the benefit of
information most valuable as useful input for decision-making.
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Key Findings
Sustainability Performance
Sustainability performance assessment is based on whether the policies
and guidelines are materialized, as well as disclosed performance cover
all areas including environment, social and anti-corruption, all operations
including emerging markets, all organizational levels, supply chain, and
the product life cycle. To assess implementation coverage, we looked for
evidence in comprehensive reporting of sustainability performance across
key performance indicators.

TABLE 11: SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE PERFORMANCE
All
Process

Policy

KPI

Target

Results

Results
Evaluation

Environmental

85%

100%

98%

89%

98%

93%

Climate Change

80%

98%

95%

85%

94%

90%

Energy

73%

98%

95%

76%

94%

90%

Water

58%

90%

92%

69%

90%

84%

Waste & Packaging

49%

95%

92%

63%

86%

72%

Responsible Sourcing

32%

79%

62%

50%

66%

52%

Hazardous Materials

30%

72%

67%

38%

66%

57%

Biodiversity

15%

57%

40%

28%

42%

27%

Social

82%

99%

99%

85%

100%

91%

Health & Safety

76%

100%

97%

79%

96%

87%

Diversity & Inclusion

60%

99%

92%

67%

92%

75%

Human Rights &
Labor Practices

50%

99%

87%

58%

84%

68%

Product Design &
Portfolio

41%

97%

79%

61%

79%

60%

Governance

74%

99%

100%

84%

100%

79%

Executive Compensation

65%

100%

96%

67%

100%

76%

Board Diversity

21%

78%

100%

49%

98%

34%

Compliance
(Ethics, Anti-corruption)

10%

95%

67%

49%

65%

26%
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•

Global Sustainability Leaders have successfully integrated policy, KPI’s, and
results to include environmental, social and governance issues, however
there is room for improvement. As part of our research, we evaluated
whether a company sets policy, KPIs and targets and shares results and
evaluation of results across specific ESG categories. We find that 85% of
companies consistently report on environmental topics, 82% on social topics,
and 74% on governance topics.

•

Climate Change and Energy are the most consistently reported
environmental topics, there is significant room for improvement in
consistent reporting in Responsible Sourcing, Hazardous Materials, and
Biodiversity.

•

The gap between sharing policy and setting targets is high for Water and
Waste & Packaging.

•

Companies that consistently report on social sustainability performance
focus mainly on Health & Safety metrics, almost all companies have a policy
and share results for Diversity & Inclusion and Human Rights issues, but
there is room for improvement to set targets in these categories.

•

There is room for improvement in setting targets and assessing results on
governance areas. 65% report consistently on Executive Compensation, 21%
for board diversity and only 10% on Compliance (Ethics, Anti-corruption etc.)

Environmental Targets
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•

More than 90% of companies in Automotive, Chemicals, Consumer
Goods, Food Processing, and Machinery and Equipment companies set
environmental targets. Lowest for Utilities (60%). +90% companies in all
countries share environmental targets, except for India and China.

•

All Consumer Goods and Food Processor companies in our sample set
environmental targets, coverage and depth in reporting environmental
targets (90%+ in more than 5 areas).

•

Climate Change: Highest for Chemicals and Food Processors, >90% for
climate change in Germany, South Africa, Türkiye and UK - China (64%)
and India (70%) lagging behind (regulators) - Lower in IR (86%) vs other
standards (+90%).

•

Energy: Highest for Food Processors, Consumer Goods and Chemical,
medium across all sectors and countries. Highest for Türkiye and Germany,
UNGC companies outperform.

•

Water: 88% in Consumer goods, >80% for Food Processors and Chemicals,
Water highest for Germany and Türkiye and UK, very low for China.

•

Waste & Packaging led by Türkiye (83%).

•

Hazardous Materials, Biodiversity and Responsible Sourcing low across all
countries, highest for UK (44%, 67% and 63% respectively).

•

Responsible Sourcing high for Consumer Goods and Food Processors,
higher for UNGC and SASB vs other standards.

•

Hazardous materials low for all sectors, highest in Consumer Goods and
India companies.
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TABLE 12: ENVIRONmENTAL TARGETS
BY SECTOR, COUNTRY, AND STANDARD
Environmental

Water

Energy

Waste &
Packaging

Climate
Change

Biodiversity

Hazardous
Materials

Responsible
Sourcing

Environmental

Water

Energy

Waste &
Packaging

Climate
Change

Biodiversity

Hazardous
Materials

Responsible
Sourcing

Environmental

Water

Energy

Waste &
Packaging

Climate
Change

Biodiversity

Hazardous
Materials

Responsible
Sourcing

Environmental

Water

Energy

Waste &
Packaging

Climate
Change

Biodiversity

Hazardous
Materials

Responsible
Sourcing

TOTAL
BY SECTOR
TARGETS
Automotive
Chemicals
Consumer Goods
Food Processors
Machine and Equipment
Natural Resources
Pharmaceuticals
Retail
Telecommunications
Utilities
BY COUNTRY
TARGETS
Germany
South Africa
UK
Türkiye
US
India
China
BY STANDARD
TARGETS
IR
GRI
SASB
UNGC
UNGC 100
UNGC LEAD
NONE

100%

>90%

>80%

>70%

>60%

>50%
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TABLE 13: SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE TARGETS
BY SECTOR, COUNTRY, AND STANDARD
Social

Diversity &
Inclusion

Health &
Safety

Human Rights
& Labor
Practices

Product
Design &
Portfolio

Governance

Board
Diversity

Executive
Compensation

Compliance
(Ethics, Anticorruption)

Social

Diversity &
Inclusion

Health &
Safety

Human Rights
& Labor
Practices

Product
Design &
Portfolio

Governance

Board
Diversity

Executive
Compensation

Compliance
(Ethics, Anticorruption)

Social

Diversity &
Inclusion

Health &
Safety

Human Rights
& Labor
Practices

Product
Design &
Portfolio

Governance

Board
Diversity

Executive
Compensation

Compliance
(Ethics, Anticorruption)

Social

Diversity &
Inclusion

Health &
Safety

Human Rights
& Labor
Practices

Product
Design &
Portfolio

Governance

Board
Diversity

Executive
Compensation

Compliance
(Ethics, Anticorruption)

>90%

>80%

TOTAL
BY SECTOR
TARGETS
Automotive
Chemicals
Consumer Goods
Food Processors
Machine and Equipment
Natural Resources
Pharmaceuticals
Retail
Telecommunications
Utilities
BY COUNTRY
TARGETS
China
Germany
India
South Africa
Türkiye
UK
US
BY STANDARD
TARGETS
IR
GRI
SASB
UNGC
UNGC 100
UNGC LEAD
OTHER

100%
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>60%

>50%
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Social Targets
•

90% for Consumer Goods, Food Processors and Telco, lowest for M&E,
Pharma and Automotive, highest for UNGC.

•

Highest for Health and Safety (92%) – Highest for Türkiye.

•

Diversity & Inclusion 67%, highest for Retail and Telco, but not consistently
high in any sector (>50%) – 38% in Pharma.

•

Human Rights & Labor Practices highest for UNGC – lowest across social
categories.

•

Product Design & Portfolio – Highest for Germany.

Governance Targets
•

Highest room for improvement in governance targets, driven by regulation
and varies mostly by country. IR and SASB highest for governance targets.

•

Executive compensation sharing >90% in US, UK, and South Africa, not
available in India, China, and Türkiye. Room for improvement in Consumer
Goods, M&E, and Automotive.

•

Target for compliance lowest across all countries, highest for UK And South
Africa. Highest for IR among standards.
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Good Practice Examples

HOLISTIC APPROACH FOR
SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE
Consumer
Goods

•

•
•

Germany

Shares a comprehensive list of sustainability target areas including stakeholder
engagement, human rights, social compliance, climate change, chemicals, water
& air, materials, EP&L, health & safety, and governance
Reports baseline measurement, performance, or current year, planned actions
as well as assessment of progress
Links sustainability targets with SDGs

Source: https://annual-report-2018.puma.com/en/annual-report/company-overview/sustainability/meaningful-progress-and-impacts/
index.html, p. 66
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HOLISTIC APPROACH FOR
SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE
Consumer
Goods

Germany

• Shares a comprehensive list of sustainability target areas including stakeholder
engagement, human rights, social compliance, climate change, chemicals, water &
air, materials, EP&L, health & safety, and governance
• Reports baseline measurement, performance, or current year, planned actions as
well as assessment of progress
• Links sustainability targets with SDGs
Source: https://annual-report-2018.puma.com/en/annual-report/company-overview/sustainability/meaningful-progress-and-impacts/
index.html, p. 67
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HOLIsTIC APPrOACH fOr
susTAINAbILITY PErfOrMANCE
Retail

UK

• Provides a holistic view of performance summary across material ESG pillars
including wellbeing, community, and planet
• Shares performance against commitment through a qualitative assessment that
highlights areas where the company needs to take action

Source: https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/reports-results-and-publications/plan-a-reports/plan-a-report-2018.pdf, p. 11
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HOLIsTIC APPrOACH fOr
susTAINAbILITY PErfOrMANCE
Retail

UK

• Provides a holistic view of performance summary across material ESG pillars
including wellbeing, community, and planet
• Shares performance against commitment through a qualitative assessment that
highlights areas where the company needs to take action

Source: https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/reports-results-and-publications/plan-a-reports/plan-a-report-2018.pdf, p. 11
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GOVERNANCE PERFORMANCE
Pharmaceuticals

UK

• Discloses board governance and diversity results in an easy to read visual format
across a variety of categories including board attendance, board time allocation,
board composition, board experience and geographical experience
• Provides gender and ethnic diversity metrics for its Board, Executive Committee
and Group as a whole
Source: https://www.hikma.com/media/2575/hikma_ar2018_full-ar.pdf, p. 64
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GOVERNANCE PERFORMANCE
Pharmaceuticals

UK

• Discloses board governance and diversity results in an easy to read visual format
across a variety of categories including board attendance, board time allocation,
board composition, board experience and geographical experience
• Provides gender and ethnic diversity metrics for its Board, Executive Committee
and Group as a whole
Source: https://www.hikma.com/media/2575/hikma_ar2018_full-ar.pdf, p. 65
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BASELINE, TRENd, LONG TERM TARGET
Machinery &
Equipment

US

• Identifies KPIs based on key goals on health & safety and energy intensity
• Provides data on baseline, annual results, long-term goal, and progress to date
Source: http://s7d2.scene7.com/is/content/Caterpillar/CM20200428-eb3d1-6062c, p. 77
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dIVERSITY PERFORMANCE BY EMPLOYEE GROUP
Retail

US

• Tracks and discloses data on comparable workplace information to enable the
company to monitor trends and the effectiveness of its strategy
• Diversity metrics include ethnic diversity, gender representation and promotion
rate for employees, management, and new hires
Source: https://www.gapincsustainability.com/sites/default/files/Gap%20Inc%20Report%202018.pdf, p. 24
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN
Food
Processors

UK

• Shares environmental results and trend across several categories including
energy consumption, CO2 emissions, packaging quality, waste disposal and water
abstraction sustainability results end to end value chain with annual comparison
• When thinking about the environment, company uses an end-to-end supply chain
approach
Source: https://www.abf.co.uk/documents/pdfs/2018/ec1040090_abf_cr18_web.pdf, p. 40-41-42
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Coverage Across Value Chain
Managing sustainability requires a company to assume responsibility
to manage the impact of all its activities, including its supply chain and
the full product portfolio throughout the lifecycle of its products. Hence
boards need to focus not only on the sustainability issues arising from the
company’s own operations but also on minimizing the impacts throughout
its value chain and throughout the lifecycle of its full product portfolio.

TABLE 14: SUSTAINABILITY TARGETS AND
RESULTS FOR VALUE CHAIN
Environmental

Social

Governance

Targets for Business

89%

85%

84%

Targets for Value Chain

51%

44%

42%

Results for Business

98%

99%

100%

Results for Value Chain

58%

50%

43%

•

Almost all GSL share ESG results and most set targets across ESG (89%,
85%, 84%)

•

However, only half of these companies set targets and share results for
their supply chain.

Sustainability Stewardship
Taking a reactive approach to sustainability is not sufficient. Companies
should move from focusing on short-term profits to long-term impact
and from a shareholder-centric to stakeholder-centric view. This requires
not only managing the negative and positive sustainability impacts of the
company’s operations but also taking responsibility for the company’s wider
sphere of influence. There are a few companies taking the lead towards
a proactive-approach to sustainability and assuming leadership for their
ecosystems, which requires a complete overhaul of traditional performance
models. However, exampels of this are not yet widespread even among the
GSLs.
Managing your ecosystem includes taking responsibility for the
environment, communities and networks in which the company
operates. Environmental stewardship can include protecting watersheds
or biodiversity to ensure the continuity of natural resources for future
generations. Social stewardship can include investing in communities
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and positively infuencing stakeholders in the ecosystem in which the
company operates through awareness and behavioral change campaigns
and trainings. For governance, the concept of stewardship would require
assuming responsibility for improving the business climate. Ecosystem
responsibility requires pursuing non-traditional partnerships between
public, private and social spheres, or between competitors within the same
industry to accelerate impact towards Sustainable Development Goals.

TABLE 15: TARGETS FOR SUSTAINABILITY
STEWARDSHIP BY SECTOR
For Ecosystem

66

For Communities

For Partnership

Automotive

36%

57%

43%

Chemicals

30%

39%

57%

Consumer Goods

54%

85%

69%

Food Processors

50%

79%

83%

Machinery and Equipment

30%

40%

37%

Natural Resources

44%

59%

63%

Pharmaceuticals

23%

38%

38%

Retail

46%

71%

58%

Telecommunications

23%

85%

54%

Utilities

35%

58%

50%

TOTAL

38%

59%

56%

•

Consumer goods, Food Processors and Natural Resources lead in
sharing targets for ecosystem, communities, and partnerships, but there
is significant room for improvement for managing the wider sphere of
influence, especially for the environment (38%).

•

Consumer Goods, Telecommunication, and Food Processors have the
highest share of targets for community (85%, 85%, 79% respectively).

•

Food Processors, Consumer Goods, Natural Resources have the highest
share of targets for partnerships (83%, 69%, 63% respectively).
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Good Practice Examples

GOVERNANCE RESULTS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN
Natural
Resources

US

• Conducts ethics investigation in supply chain and shares the ethical matters
addressed/substantiated with annual comparison
• Shares ethical investigation and complaints data by supply chain

Source: https://s24.q4cdn.com/382246808/files/doc_downloads/newmont_archive/Newmont_2018_Beyond_the_Mine_%E2%80%93_Full_Report.pdf,
p. 27
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ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS ACROSS VALUE CHAIN
Food
Processors

US

• Outlines four-phase approach to sustainable supply chain water use including
assessment, analysis and action planning, collaboration, and transformation
• Identifies and shares priority watersheds on an interactive map presenting risk
assessment for each priority watershed
• Identifies long-term (2025 and 2050) goal for reducing emissions and includes all
segments of the value chain

Source: https://globalresponsibility.generalmills.com/2018/images/General_Mills-Global_Responsibility_2018.pdf, p. 24
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ENVIRONMENTAL TARGETS ACROSS VALUE CHAIN
Food
Processors

US

• Outlines four-phase approach to sustainable supply chain water use including
assessment, analysis and action planning, collaboration, and transformation
• Identifies and shares priority watersheds on an interactive map presenting risk
assessment for each priority watershed
• Identifies long-term (2025 and 2050) goal for reducing emissions and includes all
segments of the value chain

Source: https://globalresponsibility.generalmills.com/2018/images/General_Mills-Global_Responsibility_2018.pdf, p. 19
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wATER STEwARdSHIP ANd PARTNERSHIP
Retail

US

• Shares approach, target, and results for water stewardship
• Provides details of sustainability program for water savings across relevant
geographies and partnerships

Source: https://www.gapincsustainability.com/sites/default/files/Gap%20Inc%20Report%202018.pdf, p. 49
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wATER STEwARdSHIP ANd PARTNERSHIP
Retail

US

• Shares approach, target, and results for water stewardship
• Provides details of sustainability program for water savings across relevant
geographies and partnerships

Source: https://www.gapincsustainability.com/sites/default/files/Gap%20Inc%20Report%202018.pdf, p. 45-46
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LINK TO SDGs
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define global
sustainable development priorities and aspirations for 2030 and seek
to mobilize global efforts around a common set of goals and
targets. In 2015, SDGs were approved by almost 200 countries as a
common framework on how to focus their actions for a sustainable
future. In 2019, world leaders convened to take stock of SDG progress
and Secretary General emphasized the need to close the actionintention gap. Looking forward to 2030 – it is clear that corporations
should take leadership and mobilize stakeholders if we are to reach the
SDG targets for 2030.
Awareness about the importance of changing behaviors for a
sustainable future as well as commitment to action is definitely
increasing. However, there is need to act fast and scale up progress.
SDGs can be utilized as a tool to connect business strategies with
global priorities. SDGs have significant impact on the environment and
social structure in which business will operate in the future. The SDGs
present an opportunity for business-led solutions and technologies to
be developed and implemented to minimize negative impacts and
maximize positive impacts on people and the planet.
SDGs have significant impact on the environment and social structure
in which business will operate in the future. Business can serve as rolemodels to spark collective action towards environmental sustainability,
social development, and good governance. The complexity of the
nature of SDGs require mobilizing resources to scale-up impact. The
global nature of problems requires non-traditional partnership across
corporate, non-governmental and public spheres as well as among
competitors within the same industry to share the costs of initial
investments and increase effectiveness of execution. (scale-up and
innovation for transformational change).
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Recommendations
1.

Link with strategy and prioritize: Companies must shift to a proactive,
forward-looking approach to encompassing SDGs.

2.

Quantify your contribution for stakeholders: link their priority SDGs
with relevant stakeholder groups and quantify their impact. (EXAMPLE:
AngloGold Ashanti)

3.

Focus on a few that matters to drive impact: Link strategy and targets to
relevant SDGs – based on your organization’s potential in maximizing
positive impact and mitigating negative impact – this requires
leadership to drive the SDG agenda – link to materiality (EXAMPLE:
General Motors)

4.

Make it specific: Show link to sub-targets (preferably at target level)
(EXAMPLE: MTN)

5.

Set targets and measure progress: Quantify your direct contribution
– Set KPIs and SMART targets. Adopting a learning mindset, takes a
mindset and systems change to shift – demonstrate evidence impact
through activities and collaboration (EXAMPLE: Linde Ag)

6.

Develop and share an action plan to address gaps: SDGs are long-term
targets for 2030 and addressing them successfully requires long-term
thinking and a learning mindset. Companies that identify gaps to reach
their targets and share action plans on how they will address them will
be better positioned for continuous improvement in this journey. This
would also signal to investors that the company is taking ownership of
the issue.

7.

Think of your ecosystem: Impact significantly higher if you think of
your value chain and have the power (Align with value chain impacts)

8.

Partner for impact both at the sector level and systemic level: Topics
require partnerships for real impact and acceleration of progress,
innovation and scale-up.
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Key Findings
CHART 4: SDG ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGY AND RESULTS
Sustainable Development Goals
Aligned Strategy

SGS 2019

Linked Results

73%
62%

59%
48%

61%
50%

53%
40%

SDG 8
Decent Work and Economic Growth

59%
53%

52%
43%

SDG 13
Climate Action

57%
45%

48%
36%

SDG 12
Responsible Consumption and Production

52%
39%

46%
32%

SDG 3
Good Health and Well Being

50%
38%

44%
31%

SDG 5
Gender Equality

50%
41%

42%
32%

SDG 4
Quality Education

49%
40%

43%
33%

SDG 7
Affordable and Clean Energy

46%
39%

39%
28%

SDG 9
Industry Innovation and Infrastructure

44%
36%

38%
29%

SDG 17
Partnerships for the Goals

43%
37%

37%
28%

SDG 6
Clean Water and Sanitation

40%
33%

36%
28%

SDG 15
Life on Land

37%
31%

33%
25%

SDG 10
Reduced Inequality

36%
33%

32%
26%

SDG 11
Sustainable Cities and Communities

32%
31%

28%
24%

SDG 1
No Poverty

30%
28%

27%
24%

SDG 2
No Hunger

29%
20%

24%
14%

SDG 16
Peace and Justice Strong Institutions

27%
23%

24%
18%

SDG 14
Life Below Water

Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
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•

There is a positive trend towards adopting SDGs compared to last year,
but there is room for improvement, especially in results alignment: Link
to SDGs increased 11% for strategy alignment (from 62% to 73%) and
results alignment (48% to 59%).

•

Among those that link its results to SDGs 38% prioritize 6-10 (21% of all
companies) (44), 12% prioritize <5 goals (14), 59% >10 goals (59) – More
focus is required to drive step-change in any particular SDG.

•

Similar to last year, strategy and results alignment highest for SDG 8
(61%, 53%), SDG 13 (59%, 52%) and SDG 12 (57%, 48%) – focusing on
areas relevant to core value proposition.

•

Highest increase in strategy and results alignment is for SDG 3 – Good
Health & Wellbeing (13%, 14%), SDG 5 – Gender Equality (12%,13%)
and SDG 12 – Responsible Consumption and Production (12%,13%).

•

Strategy and results alignment is lowest for SDG 16 (29%, 24%) and
SDG 14 (27%, 24%), SDG 2 (30%, 27%) and SDG 1 (32%,28%).

CHART 5: SDG ALIGNMENT
WITH STRATEGY AND RESULTS BY COUNTRY

There is a Gap Between Strategy Alignment with SDGs and
Sharing Results of Actions Taken About SDGs in Every Country
Aligns Strategy

GAP

Shares Results

Germany

69%

7%

62%

India

55%

10%

45%

United Kingdom

80%

12%

68%

China

64%

14%

50%

South Africa

83%

14%

69%

United States

72%

16%

56%

Türkiye

92%

25%

67%

Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©

•

Strategy alignment and results linkage with SDGs is highest for Türkiye,
South Africa, and UK (>80%), while lowest for India and China (<65%)

•

Highest gap between strategy and results alignment with SDGs is in
Türkiye and US (25%, 17%)
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CHART 6: SDG ALIGNMENT
WITH STRATEGY AND RESULTS BY SECTOR

There is a Gap Between Strategy Alignment with SDGs and
Sharing Results of Actions Taken About SDGs in Every Sector
Aligns Strategy

GAP

Chemicals

78%

4%

74%

Automotive

64%

7%

57%

Machinery &
Equipment

40%

7%

33%

Retail

71%

13%

58%

Telecommunication

85%

16%

69%

Food Processors

83%

16%

67%

Utilities

81%

16%

65%

Pharmaceuticals

62%

16%

46%

Natural Resources

91%

19%

72%

Consumer Goods

69%

23%

46%

Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©
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Shares Results

•

Natural Resources (91%), Telco, Food Processors and Utilities (85%,
83%, 81%) companies have the highest strategy alignment with SDGs.

•

Machinery & Equipment has the lowest strategy alignment and link to
results with SDGs.

•

Sectors that have the highest results link with SDGs are Chemicals
(74%) and Natural Resources (72%), followed by Telco, Food Processors
and Utilities.

•

Highest gap between strategy alignment and results linkage is in
Consumer Goods (23%) and Natural Resources (19%), lowest gap in
Chemicals (4%), Automotive and Machinery & Equipment (7%)
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CHART 7: SECTORAL ADOPTION OF SDGS

SDG 3, 8, 12, and 13 Embraced Mostly in Every Sector

Automotive
Chemicals
Consumer Goods
Food Processors
Machinery & Equipment
Natural Resources
Pharmaceuticals
Retail
Telecommunication
Utilities
Highlighted boxes indicate >50% of companies in that sector link their strategy with the selected SDG according to our sample
Based on Argüden Governance Academy’s research for Sustainability Governance Scorecard©

•

In each sector, companies on average link their strategy with 6-7 SDGs. Consumer Goods and
Natural Resources companies link their strategy with 12-13 SDGs. Sectoral performance for
SDG linkage is very low for Machinery & Equipment across the board (<30% across all SDGs).
This signals that consumer-facing industries have been influenced by public sensitivity on
working towards global goals and sustainability agenda, while B2B sectors such as M&E are
slower to adopt global goals.

•

SDG 8, 12 and 13 is adopted by >50% of companies in almost all sectors, only few are lagging
behind. There is >50% adoption of specific SDGs in different sectors: Automotive (5,7,11),
Chemicals: (3,6,7,9), Retail: (3,4,10), Telco (3,4,5,9), Utilities (5,7,9,11). Pharma has the highest
percentage in SDG 3, but there is no sector standard – all other SDGs are <50%.

•

Less than 50% of GSL link their strategy with SDGs across all sectors, partnership is required
to drive action on improving the climate. SDG 17 Partnership for Goals is adopted by
>60% of Consumer Goods, Food and Natural Resources companies, sector and cross-sector
partnerships are required to accelerate progress. For the SDGs listed, certain sectors take the
lead in driving action on selected SDGs ( >50% of companies in the sector has linked their
strategy with the SDG) : SDG 1 – Natural Resources, SDG 2 – Food Processors, SDG 11 –
Automotive & Utilities, SDG 14 – Consumer Goods)
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Good Practice Examples

LINK TO sDGs
Natural
Resources

South
Africa

• Shares process for linking SDGs with strategy and adopts a forward-thinking
approach to prioritize SDGs based on where the company can have most impact
• Quantifies potential impact by stakeholder group and links to relevent SDGs

Source: http://www.aga-reports.com/18/download/AGA-IR18.pdf, p. 5, 9
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LINK TO sDGs
Automotive

US

2017

2018

• 2017 report showed alignment with all SDGs, 2018 shows a more focused
approach to linking strategy and targets with SDGs based on where they can have
more impact

Source: https://www.gmsustainability.com/_pdf/resources-and-downloads/GM_2017_SR.pdf, p. 168-169
https://www.gmsustainability.com/_pdf/resources-and-downloads/GM_2018_SR.pdf, p. 177-178-179
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LINK TO sDGs
Telecommunication

South
Africa

• Link to indicators, UNGC principles and highlights contribution
• Shares actions taken and results for each SDG indicator

Source: https://www.mtn.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/MTN-Sustainability-Report.pdf, p. 28-29
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LINK TO SdGS
Chemicals

Germany

• Defines targets for priority areas and links with SDGs

Source: https://www.linde.com/-/media/linde/merger/documents/sustainable-development/2018-sustainable-development-report.
pdf?la=en&rev=4b91ad8384b74e10b2304aca96022c4a, p. 10
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PART 3:
SUSTAINABILITY JOURNEY
PURPOSE AND VALUE CREATION MODEL
From a stakeholder perspective, articulating a holistic story of how a
company creates value for the company, society and the environment
and sharing progress of this journey is a strength. For investors,
it offers a proxy for management quality; for customers, it allows
responsible choice and enhances brand loyalty; for governments; it
highlights where to partner for global action; for communities; it allows
a company to maintain its social license to operate.
Global Sustainability Leaders integrate sustainability into their core
value creation model and lead the way in extending their strategy
and management beyond pure financial outcomes, to encompass
environmental, social, and governance-related factors that are critical
for the future viability of their organizations.
Companies can use Integrated Reporting as a transformative tool for
continuously getting better at managing sustainability and stakeholder
engagement. At the minimum, this approach enables companies
to present linkages between and manage a diverse set of risks
that can arise from complex environmental, social and governance
related issues. Adopting integrated thinking shifts the mindset into a
stakeholder-centric, value-based approach to company operations.
Recommendations
1.

Clearly articulate your purpose and define your sustainability strategy:
Best-in class companies identify a corporate purpose that encompasses
sustainability goals and build a culture around it. A clear statement of
purpose unites executives, directors and investors on the company’s
priorities, and create the link between strategy and capital allocation
decisions. To create competitive advantage, more is required than
convergence to industry standards – companies must differentiate
strategically and develop approaches difficult to imitate.
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2.

Visualize a holistic, sustainable value creation model: A value creation
model forms the basis of a companies’ vision for long-term value
creation.Companies should define tangible and intangible assets as a
medium for value creation for both internal and external stakeholders.
These capitals can be broadly defined as financial, manufactured,
intellectual, human, social & relationship, and natural capital. This
requires the company to evaluate the relationship between different
functions towards achieving its strategic goals. Companies should also
show how inputs link to outputs and outcomes. (EXAPLE: MR PRICE)

3.

Measure and disclose outcomes for external and internal stakeholders:
Outcomes should be defined and quantified not just for shareholders
but also for relevant external and internal stakeholders. (EXAMPLE:
SASOL)

4.

Adopt integrated thinking/reporting: Best examples of holistic thinking
on value creation are found in companies that embrace Integrated
Reporting. Integrated Reporting is a holistic tool to help companies
tell the story of how they create value now and in the future. It is also
a transparency and communication tool and can form the basis of
constructive dialogue with investors as well as other stakeholders.

Key Findings
According to a recent study only 20% of an S&P 500 company’s market
value can be explained by its physical and financial assets (down from 83%
in 1975) and the remainder comprises intangible factors, such as intellectual
capital, human capital, brand and reputation, and relationships with
regulatory bodies, non-governmental organizations, customers, suppliers
and other external stakeholders. Therefore, sustainability issues that may
have an impact on these intangible areas pose a significant risk for the value
of a company.
At the minimum, this approach enables companies to present linkages
between and manage a diverse set of risks that can arise from complex
environmental, social and governance related issues. Some companies go
further and take on a leadership role to prove that “Doing good is good
business” by putting sustainability at the core of their value proposition.
These leaders have come to realize that, if sustainability issues are becoming
relevant for large numbers of people throughout the world, addressing them
properly would be a good business case for satisfying a global need.
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•

70% of GSL share business model and visualize the company value
creation process.

•

70% of GSL link financial resources to business model, 55% link to HR,
<50% link to manufactured, natural, relationship and intellectual capital.
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TABLE 16: VALUE CREATION MODEL
Shares its business model

70%

Financial Resources

70%

Human Resources

55%

Natural Resources

49%

Manufactured Resources

48%

Relationship Resources

38%

Intellectual Resources

38%

•

All companies in South Africa share their value creation model. There
is room for improvement for US (61%), Germany (55%) and Türkiye
(42%).

•

IR provides a solid framework on how sustainability can be approached
holistically and communicated to different stakeholders through a
unifying model: 92% of companies that have Integrated Reporting share
their value creation model and 78% identify all 6 dimensions of value
as part of value creation model, whereas <75% of companies from all
other standards share their value creation model, <40% identify all 6
dimensions of value.

TABLE 17: OUTCOMES FOR INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
Quantifies outcomes for
Shareholders

100%

Supply Chain

73%

Community

69%

Customers

69%

Employees

68%

Environment

67%

•

All companies quantify outcomes for shareholders and 73% of companies
quantify outcomes for supply chain

•

<70% of companies quantify outcomes for customers, employees,
environment and community.
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Good Practice Examples

VALUE CREATION MOdEL
Retail

South
Africa

• Shares value creation model
• Clearly shares links strategic pillars with material issues, capitals, and stakeholders
• Shares inputs and outputs in a data-based approach
Source: https://www.mrpricegroup.com/getmedia/19498dee-eb69-4115-97d9-2ea381b49530/Full-annual-integrated-report-2019.aspx,
p. 16
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VALUE CREATION MOdEL
Retail

South
Africa

• Shares value creation model
• Clearly shares links strategic pillars with material issues, capitals, and stakeholders
• Shares inputs and outputs in a data-based approach

Source: https://www.mrpricegroup.com/getmedia/19498dee-eb69-4115-97d9-2ea381b49530/Full-annual-integrated-report-2019.aspx,
p. 17
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VALUE CREATION MOdEL
Chemicals

•
•
•
•

South
Africa

Shares value creation model with a holistic approach
Discloses outcomes and value creation for stakeholders in a data-based manner
Shows the trade-offs and how the company handles those trade-offs
Links value creation with its achievements and targets for the upcoming year

Source: https://www.sasol.com/sites/default/files/financial_reports/Sasol%20IR_Web.pdf, p. 8-9
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VALUE CREATION MOdEL
Chemicals

•
•
•
•

South
Africa

Shares value creation model with a holistic approach
Discloses outcomes and value creation for stakeholders in a data-based manner
Shows the trade-offs and how the company handles those trade-offs
Links value creation with its achievements and targets for the upcoming year

Source: https://www.sasol.com/sites/default/files/financial_reports/Sasol%20IR_Web.pdf, p. 10-11
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VALUE CREATION MOdEL
Telecommunication

UK

• Shares its value creation for the Sustainable Development Goals
• Discloses value creation as grouped for various stakeholders

Source: https://www.bt.com/bt-plc/assets/documents/digital-impact-and-sustainability/our-report/report-archive/2018/delivering-ourpurpose-full-report-2018.pdf, p. 6
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND MATERIALITY
The success of a company depends on its relationships with the
external world, not just customers and investors, but also employees,
regulators, politicians, activities, NGOs, the environment, and
technology. Good governance covers all stakeholders to achieve balance
between risk/reward, short/long-term, stakeholder goals, motivate/
audit management.
Stakeholder engagement is a critical process that helps companies
understand their key environmental and social impacts and identify
sustainability risks and opportunities. For this process to be
effective, there should be open communication, with an intent on
understanding concerns and creating dialogue for establishing trustbased relationships. Best-in-class companies adopt a long-term,
comprehensive view of their stakeholders to encompass external
stakeholders and clearly articulate how the fulfillment of their purpose
benefits society to foster dialogue.
Materiality analysis not only allows the company to prioritize their
sustainability efforts by considering the ESG issues most related
to its business, but also to inform sustainability reporting and
communication with stakeholders. Issues material to performance
constantly evolve, so ongoing analysis and dialogue with stakeholders is
essential for companies to focus of their sustainability efforts on what
matters for their performance and their stakeholders in the short and
long-term horizon.
Recommendations
1.

Define and engage your stakeholders: Best-in-class companies identify
a comprehensive set of internal and external stakeholders and prioritize
engagement based on the importance of the stakeholder for longterm value creation. Companies should deploy a variety of stakeholder
engagement methods to create dialogue including one-on-one meetings
and participatory tools such as focus groups to understand the stakeholders
needs and co-create solutions. (EXAMPLE: HERSHEYS)
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2.

Define material issues for each stakeholder group and how to address
them - Be transparent on which topics you engage on, and how you
plan to address them. (EXAMPLE: M&S)

3.

Define governance structure to support stakeholder engagement:
Companies should define responsibilities, process, and information
flow for stakeholder dialogue and prioritization of material issues. The
boards need to understand the key issues raised by the stakeholder
engagement process and how the management plans to address
them. Furthermore, the board needs to have a process to evaluate
the management’s sustainability plans to address the key issues.
(EXAMPLE: TELKOM)

4.

Define and prioritize material ESG topics for company and its
stakeholders: Companies should define material ESG topics including
risks and value creation opportunities for the company and ensure the
board is involved in setting materiality thresholds. Reporting standards
such as SASB and GRI can be used to identify a comprehensive list of
material issues. Materiality is a function of time and audience – best
practices adopt an expanded view of time to encompass long-term
sustainability objectives as well as define material issues for their value
chain and stakeholders. (EXAMPLE: China Everbright). Prioritizing
material issues also requires the company to evaluate its ability to
influence the issue. (EXAMPLE: ASTRAZENECA)

5.

Publish a materiality matrix: A materiality matrix provides information
on the most material ESG issues for a company and forms the basis
of prioritization. Best-in-class companies disclose a materiality matrix
that includes an assessment of materiality for the company and
its stakeholders, the size of potential impact, and link with SDGs.
(EXAMPLE: AMERICAN WATEWORKS, EON).

6.

Use reporting as a tool for transparency on communicating with
stakeholders on what matters. Corporate reporting is a communication
tool for a wide range of stakeholders. Reporting should be precise,
reader friendly and provide the opportunity to assess the value created
by the company. It should identify material issues relevant for different
stakeholders so that it can form the basis of constructive dialogue and
stakeholder engagement. Companies should clearly disclose the process
for selecting material issues and boards role in the process.
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Key Findings
Stakeholder Engagement
Stakeholder engagement is a critical process that helps companies understand
their key environmental and social impacts and identify sustainability risks and
opportunities. For this process to be effective, there should be open communication,
with an intent on understanding concerns and creating dialogue for establishing
trust-based relationships. Best-in-class companies adopt a long-term, comprehensive
view of their stakeholders to encompass external stakeholders and clearly articulate
how the fulfillment of their purpose benefits society to foster dialogue.
In order to gain and retain the trust of stakeholders the most important issue is to
have the right attitude. The yardstick should be the ethic of reciprocity or the golden
rule that is prevalent in most religions and philosophers’ writings summarized as
“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.”

TABLE 18: STAKEHOLDER MAP AND OBjECTIVES
Shares stakeholder map

Shares objectives for stakeholders

TOTAL

89%

79%

Employees

88%

71%

Shareholders

87%

68%

Customers

85%

68%

Community

85%

63%

Supply Chain

84%

70%

Government

75%

62%

NGOs

66%

59%

Public/Media

42%

35%

Environment

26%

26%

•

89% of the companies in our sample share a stakeholder map and 79%
share objectives for each stakeholder group.

•

Very few include public/media (42%) and the environment (26%) in
their list of stakeholders.

•

All companies in Consumer Goods, Natural Resources, Telecom and
Utilities share a stakeholder map and almost all share objectives.

•

<80% of Machine & Equipment and Automotive companies share a
stakeholder map and <60% share objectives for stakeholders.
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Stakeholder Engagement Process
An adequate stakeholder engagement process is a multi-step, continuous
process. First, the company needs to prepare a map of its key stakeholders
for the issue at hand. What matters here is to adopt a comprehensive view
of stakeholders to include all relevant communities and the environment.
Then, the company needs to define the stakeholder engagement scope,
which determines the issues of engagement (environmental, social,
economic).
It is important that companies focus on issues which are most relevant to
the firm’s core value proposition, in order to mobilize resources for a stepchange in selected areas.
The engagement model should be defined based on stakeholder
requirements and can cover several models including communication,
consultation, participation on partnership. Tools of engagement may
include interviews, workshops, focus groups, town-hall meetings,
stakeholder perception surveys, stakeholder panels and joint decisionmaking.

TABLE 19: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
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Shares stakeholder engagement process

84%

Public meeting

78%

Survey

75%

Research

70%

Participatory tools

65%

Focus Group

36%

•

84% share stakeholder engagement process: Engagement is primarily
done through one-on-one or public meetings (80%, 78%).

•

There is a lower share in participatory tools (higher engagement) – such
as focus groups (36%), workshops (60%) and participatory tools (65%).
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Materiality
Material matters are broadly defined, as per GRI guidelines, as issues that
have impact on an organization’s ability to create, preserve or erode economic,
environmental, and social value for itself, its stakeholders and society at large.
Investors are increasingly looking for evidence that their portfolio companies
are focused on the material ESG issues that matter to financial performance
and a well-defined commitment to sustainability.
Best-in-class companies use materiality analysis to gather insight on the relative
importance of environmental, social, and governance issues and prioritize
sustainability efforts around where they can have the greatest impact.
Materiality analysis not only allows the company to prioritize their
sustainability efforts by considering the ESG issues most related to its
business, but also to inform sustainability reporting and communication with
stakeholders. Issues material to performance constantly evolve, so ongoing
analysis and dialogue with stakeholders is essential for companies to focus
their sustainability efforts on what matters for their performance and their
stakeholders in the short and long-term horizon.

TABLE 20: MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT AND
MATERIALITY MATRIX
Shares List of Material Sustainability Issues

80%

Covers Environmental Issues

79%

Covers Social Issues

79%

Covers Governance Issues

76%

Shares Process for Selecting Material Issues

78%

Shares Assessment of Material Issues for Company

69%

Shares Assessment of Material Issues for Stakeholders

54%

Shares Materiality Matrix

52%

•

80% share list of material ESG issues and 78% share process for selecting material
issues. >90% share material issues and process for selecting materiality issues in
Consumer Goods, Natural Resources and Telecommunication companies.

•

69% share assessment of material issues for the company (prioritization), but only
54% share assessment of material issues for stakeholders.

•

Only ½ of companies in our sample share a materiality matrix. Highest share of
materiality matrix in Telecom (77%) and Chemicals (74%), lowest in Automotive,
Machine & Equipment and Pharma (36%, 33%, 31%)
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Good Practice Examples

STAKEHOLdER ENGAGEMENT MAP
Retail

UK

• Shares detailed stakeholder engagement map including how the company engages
with stakeholders, what they have heard from stakeholders and how the company
plans to address stakeholder concerns
• Specifies the way they engage, the details of the engagement, and the actions taken
Source: https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/reports-results-and-publications/plan-a-reports/plan-a-report-2018.pdf, p. 37
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STAKEHOLdER ENGAGEMENT GOVERNANCE
Telecommunication

South
Africa

• Shares its stakeholder engagement approach and relevant responsibilities for each
level of governance structure
Source: http://telkom-reports.co.za/reports/ar-2018/stakeholder-engagement.php, p. 21
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STAKEHOLdER ENGAGEMENT MAP
Food
Processors

UK

• Shares a comprehensive list of stakeholders specifying opportunities and featured
outcomes for each stakeholder group
Source: https://www.thehersheycompany.com/content/dam/corporate-us/documents/pdf/Hershey-SR-2018.pdf, p. 57
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STAKEHOLdER ENGAGEMENT MAP
Food
Processors

UK

• Shares a comprehensive list of stakeholders specifying opportunities and featured
outcomes for each stakeholder group
Source: https://www.thehersheycompany.com/content/dam/corporate-us/documents/pdf/Hershey-SR-2018.pdf, p. 58
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Good Practice Examples (Materiality)

MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT
Food
Processors

US

• Shares the materiality selection process
• Lists material issues with its prioritization assessment by stakeholders
• Shares its approach and progress about these issues

Source: https://globalresponsibility.generalmills.com/2018/PDF/general_mills-global_responsibility_2018_0006.pdf, p. 4
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MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT
Pharmaceuticals

UK

• Shares and visualizes the company’s ability to influence material issues from low
to high, grouped under environmental, social and governance topics
• Links material topics with SDGs
Source: https://www.astrazeneca.com/content/dam/az/Sustainability/2019/Sustainability_Report_2018.pdf, p. 11
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MATERIALITY ASSESSMENT
Utilities

China

• Shares material issues by its impacts and boundaries in different stakeholders
• Discloses the linkage between material topics, GRI topics, and SDGs
Source: https://www.cebenvironment.com/en/csr/sustainability/sr2018.pdf, p. 48
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MATERIALITY MATRIX
Utilities

Germany

• Shares materiality matrix including materiality assessment for company as well as
stakeholders
• Discloses the linkage between material topics and SDGs

Source: https://www.eon.com/content/dam/eon/eon-com/Documents/en/sustainability-report/EON_Sustainability_Report_2018.pdf, p. 17
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MATERIALITY MATRIX
Utilities

US

• Shares its prioritized material topics by each stakeholder group
• Maps the intersection of material issues among different stakeholder groups

Source: https://www.amwater.com/corp/resources/American-Water-CR-Report.pdf, p. 18
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SUPPLY CHAIN SUSTAINABILITY
Supply chains are critical links that connect an organization’s inputs to its
outputs. Many companies’ greatest sustainability risks and opportunities
are in the supply chain. However, sustainability efforts of many companies
are limited to measuring the sustainability of their own business operations
and do not extend these efforts to their suppliers and customers.
Leading companies in sustainability accept responsibility throughout their
value chains and work with their suppliers to implement sustainability
initiatives on a wider playing field. This may involve utilizing their
purchasing power to encourage, audit, collaborate with, and provide
benchmarking and learning opportunities with its suppliers on key
sustainability issues.
Recommendations
1.

Assume responsibility across value chain: Supply chains are critical links
that connect an organizations input to its outputs. Many companies’ greatest
sustainability risks and opportunities are in the supply chain. As a result,
companies must set standards, manage risk and invest in the development
of their supply chains for a step-change in sustainability impact. (EXAMPLE:
CONAGRA BRANDS)

2.

Develop Code of Conduct for Supply Chain: Supply chain sustainability
requierments and approach should be clearly defined through a Code of
Conduct. (EXAMPLE: GENERAL MILLS)

3.

Develop a comprehensive assurance process: Assurance process should cover
ESG issues relevant for suppliers, and can include a variety of methods include
self-declaration, independent audit and remedial action for high-risk suppliers.
(EXAMPLE: SIEMENS AG, M&S, BEST BUY, CHN)

4.

Set KPIs and targets to measure progress against goals and report more details
about suppliers to assess and improve performance. (EXAMPLE: TESCO, GAP)

5.

Invest in Supply Chain Developments: A comprehensive sustainability strategy
includes developments for the supply chain including training and process
improvements.

6.

Develop standards for audit and assessing ESG performance: Sectoral
collaboration is required to develop and implement standards for audit. Examples
include the Better Cotton Initiative or CO2 measurement across the value chain.
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Key Findings
Companies recognize supply chain as critical stakeholders: Analyzing the
companies approach to various stakeholders, supply chain is the one they
pay close attention as a stakeholder. 84% of GSLs defined their supply chain
as their stakeholders and 70% of them shares objectives for their supply
chain.

TABLE 21: SuppLy ChAin ASSurAnCE for SuSTAinABiLiTy
Environmental

Governance

Supplier Code of Conduct includes ESG issues

85%

88%

85%

Supplier Assurance process includes ESG issues

69%

75%

71%

Supply Chain Assurance results include ESG issues
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Social

29%

31%

•

85% of supplier code of conduct covers environmental issues, 88% cover
social issues and 85% cover governance issues.

•

Supply chain assurance process covers ESG issues – 69%, 75% and 71%
respectively.

•

However, less than half of those that do share their supply chain
assurance results across ESG issues (29%, 31% and 19%). There is room
for more transparency.

•

Only half of the companies set ESG targets and share results for supply
chain.

19%
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TABLE 22: SUPPLY CHAIN ASSURANCE PROCESS
Supply Chain Assurance Process

86%

Assurance Process Includes Compliance with
Code of Conduct/Self-Declaration

77%

Assurance Process Includes Internal Audit/Control

65%

Assurance Process Includes 3rd Party
Verification/Independent Audit

48%

Assurance Process Includes Certification

41%

Shares Assurance Results For Supply Chain

61%

Compliance (Eg: %Compliance, List of Key Incidents)

53%

Certification (Eg: %Certified, List of Certifications)

21%

3rd Party Verification/Audit (Eg: % Audited, % Passed Audit)

17%

Supply Chain Development

58%

Assurance Process Includes Capability Building/Training

51%

Assurance Process Includes Remedial Action for
High-Risk Suppliers

47%

Assurance Process Mentions Channel for
Reporting Violations/Grievances

35%

•

61% of companies share assurance results for supply chain – 53% share
compliance results, 21% share certification and 17% share results for 3rd
party verification.

•

77% cover Code of Conduct or Self-declaration, 65% internal audit and
48% 3rd party verification. Only 41% rely on certifications.

•

51% invest in capability building for their supply chain, 47% include
remedial action for high-risk suppliers and 35% mention a channel for
reporting violations and grievances.
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Good Practice Examples

MATERIALITY FOR SUPPLY CHAIN
Food
Processors

US

• Adopts a comprehensive view of citizenship by providing in table format the
sustainability impact of the business throughout the life cycle of its food products
• Offers insight into where issues matter most, while also helping to prioritize where
the company needs to influence performance outside its direct ways to improve
supply chain efficiency, while providing greater value and more sustainable
product to its customers
Source: https://www.conagrabrands.com/sites/g/files/qyyrlu371/files/2020-01/2018_Conagra_Brands_Citizenship_Report.pdf, p. 10
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SUPPLIER SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT
Machinery &
Equipment

Germany

• "Shares supplier audit results including sustainability questions by geography
• Identifies agreed upon improvements for suppliers on a variety of topics including
legal compliance, respect for human rights, prohibition of child labor, health &
safety, environmental protection, and supply chain

Source: https://assets.new.siemens.com/siemens/assets/api/uuid:fc08ca6a-8603-4dea-befc-7cc2cb554348/siemens-sustainabilityinformation2018.pdf, p. 37
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SUSTAINABLE SOURCING
Food
Processors

US

• Shares commitment, results, and progress for sustainable sourcing (environmental
and social) across top 10 priority ingredients
• Develops a sustainability scorecard for each ingredient and quantifies impact by
geography across several focus areas including farmer incomes, farmer training,
traceability, women’s empowerment, children’s education, and nutrition

Source: https://globalresponsibility.generalmills.com/2018/images/General_Mills-Global_Responsibility_2018.pdf, p. 36
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SUSTAINABLE SOURCING
Food
Processors

US

• Shares commitment, results, and progress for sustainable sourcing (environmental
and social) across top 10 priority ingredients
• Develops a sustainability scorecard for each ingredient and quantifies impact by
geography across several focus areas including farmer incomes, farmer training,
traceability, women’s empowerment, children’s education, and nutrition

Source: https://globalresponsibility.generalmills.com/2018/images/General_Mills-Global_Responsibility_2018.pdf, p. 30-31
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SUPPLIER GOVERNANCE ASSESSMENT
Retail

UK

• Shares results of ethical audits for supply chain by geography, across each business
divisions
• Reports number of audits and improvements across several metrics as well as
types of improvements required including health & safety, working hours, regular
employment, and wages.
Source: https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/reports-results-and-publications/plan-a-reports/plan-a-report-2018.pdf, p. 21
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SUPPLIER AUdIT RESULTS
Retail

US

• Shares supplier audit results, identifies scope (factory number) as well as number
of third party and company-led audits.
• Reports audit results based on practices and management compliance across
several categories including labor, health & safety, environment, ethics, and
management system
Source: https://corporate.bestbuy.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/FY18-full-report-FINAL.pdf, p. 42-43
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Self-ASSeSSment And Audit
Machinery &
Equipment

UK

• Sustainability audits for supply chain are performed either by Company Supplier
Quality Engineers or independent external auditors.
• Shares assessment criteria for self-assessment and audit, across a detailed set
of sustainability topics under human rights, environment, compliance & ethics,
diversity, and health & safety
• Reports results and evaluation of results
Source: https://preview.thenewsmarket.com/Previews/CNHA/DocumentAssets/536277.pdf, p. 160
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Self-ASSeSSment And Audit
Machinery &
Equipment

UK

• Sustainability audits for supply chain are performed either by Company Supplier
Quality Engineers or independent external auditors.
• Shares assessment criteria for self-assessment and audit, across a detailed set
of sustainability topics under human rights, environment, compliance & ethics,
diversity, and health & safety
• Reports results and evaluation of results
Source: https://preview.thenewsmarket.com/Previews/CNHA/DocumentAssets/536277.pdf, p. 159
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SUPPLY CHAIN SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE
Retail

UK

• Clearly articulates actions, KPIs, results and progress against goals across a variety
of areas related to sourcing

Source: https://www.tescoplc.com/media/754529/little-helps-plan-report-2019_final.pdf, p. 18
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY ROAdMAP
Retail

US

• Reports supplier sustainability assessment and remediation results by geography
• Identifies number of issues and percentage resolved for each country

Source: https://www.gapincsustainability.com/sites/default/files/Gap%20Inc%20Report%202018.pdf, p. 31
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LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Integrating sustainability into the organization’s processes and culture
requires a continuous learning climate. Lessons learned should
be utilized to improve decision-making processes, skills gaps and
required mindset changes need to be addressed through trainings
and sustainability practices need to be integrated into the company’s
culture. To assess whether the learning culture is sustained throughout
the cycle, we seek any evidence of learning and improvements in
performance of sustainability efforts.
Training programs to address the skill and mindset gap should include
ESG (eg. Compliance, unconscious bias). Developments to address
organizational processes can include organizational development
(incorporating lessons learned into orientation, education, promotion,
compensation processes), changes in incentive mechanisms, reporting
resources allocated for improvements, improving stakeholder
engagement or mobilizing collective action in areas where the
company’s resources would fall short (especially with respect to SDGs).
Recommendations
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1.

Adopt a learning mindset, it is a journey: Sustainability is a continuous
journey. To improve the quality of the journey, a learning mindset
and environment are essential. Lessons learned should be utilized to
improve decision-making processes, skill gaps and required mindset
changes need to be addressed through trainings and sustainability
practices need to be integrated into the company’s processes.

2.

Train your workforce in ESG: Ensure coverage of learning initiatives
across related sustainability areas (eg: climate change, unconscious
bias, compliance). (EXAMPLE: MAHINDRA&MAHINDRA)

3.

Report results by geography, cover management and employees:
What is being done in different levels and jurisdictions of the
company matters, the entire organization should step-up to embrace
sustainability as a way of doing business. Detailed disclosure on these
practices signal to investors that the company is taking action to develop
its human capital in sustainability. (EXAMPLE: EVONIK)
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4.

Think of building capacity in your ecosystem: Companies should
ensure their training and action plans encompass a wide range
of stakeholders including supply chain and local communities.
(EXAMPLE: DIAGEO)

5.

Establish a learning loop for continuous improvement by disclosing
remedial action to address gaps: Best-practice companies disclose
gap assessment and how they plan to address gaps. (EXAMPLE:
MARKS&SPENCER – Gender Pay Gap, MONDALEZ – Palm Oil,
HERSHEY'S – Diversity Commitment)

6.

Provide board leadership and oversight for deployment: Boards need to
take action to ensure that the sustainability agenda of the corporation
is an integral part of its culture and systems to assure learning and
continuous improvement.

7.

Incorporate lessons learned into the organizations processes and
culture: For this purpose, the key sustainability issues need to be
identified and incorporated into strategies, policies, objectives, and
associated management systems with a particular view towards value
creation opportunities.

Key Findings
Skills Development
The complexity of managing sustainability calls for corporations to
implement their sustainability agenda through a continuous learning
process. Such a process needs to involve all stakeholders, in order to
integrate sustainability into the culture of the organization. Only when all
stakeholders are acting together in an ecosystem can goals such as human
rights, non-discrimination, environmental or product stewardship be truly
achieved.
For example, it is not sufficient to have the correct way of sourcing, unless
you make sure your suppliers adopt the same standards of responsibility.
This might require expanding training programs across the supply chain
and/or customers. Therefore, we also evaluate whether coverage of the
improvement initiatives encompass all relevant stakeholders including all
levels of the organization, all geographies in the company’s jurisdiction,
supply chain and communities.
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TABLE 23: SUSTAINABILITY TRAININGS
Environmental

Governance

Reports Trainings

60%

93%

75%

Reports Metrics for Training

46%

87%

58%

3%

75%

For Management
For Employees
By Geography
For Supply Chain
For Communities
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Social

23%
9%
19%
25%

20%

31%

53%

84%

4%

16%
39%

•

93% of companies report that they conduct trainings on social
sustainability issues, while 75% report governance (compliance) and
only 60% report environmental trainings. The majority of social
sustainability trainings focus on employees and 83% consist of health &
safety trainings.

•

There is room for improvement in reporting training metrics and
outcomes. We find that 87% of the companies in our sample report
metrics for social trainings, while only 58% report governance training
results and 46% report environmental training results.

•

Social training results are given with a breakdown of geography in 84%
of the reports we analyzed.

•

Social training results are given mostly for management (75%) also for
communities (39%) and employees (31%).

•

There is significant room for improvement in reporting training results
for communities and the supply chain, especially in terms of governance
trainings. To establish trust between the institutions in their ecosystems,
companies must take responsibility to improve transparency and
governance in the environments in which they operate.

•

There is very limited results sharing for environmental sustainability
training for all stakeholders (<25%).

25%
4%
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TABLE 24: CovErAgE of susTAinABiLiTy TrAinings
Environmental sustainability Training

60%

responsible sourcing

40%

Water stewardship

22%

Waste & packaging

21%

Climate Change

17%

Energy Efficiency

17%

social sustainability Training

93%

Health & safety

83%

Leadership Development

73%

Diversity & inclusion

67%

stakeholder Engagement

50%

Compliance Training

75%

Ethics

65%

Anti-Corruption

51%

supply Chain

42%

•

Almost all the companies report sustainability training (93%): Highest
for health & safety (83%) and leadership development (73%). There is
room for improvement in diversity & inclusion trainings (67%) and
stakeholder engagement (50%)

•

Only 60% of Global Sustainability Leaders report environmental
sustainability training: Highest for responsible sourcing (40%), below
20% for managing natural resource use and efficiency. Companies
must invest in training their workforce, management and supply chain
on climate change, energy efficiency, waste & packaging, and water
stewardship.

•

75% of companies in our sample report compliance training: Only 42%
include compliance training for supply chain.
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Good Practice Examples

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY ROAdMAP
Automotive

India

• Shares environmental sustainability awareness training targets and results for
different stakeholder groups including employees, dealers, and suppliers
• Development plan for suppliers includes sustainability assessment and
improvement, waste reduction targets and sustainability balanced scorecard
• Development plan for dealers includes CO2 and water footprint mapping and
reduction, waste management initiatives and green dealer award "
Source: https://www.mahindra.com/resources/pdf/sustainability/Mahindra-Sustainability-Report-2017-18.pdf, p. 16
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VALUE CHAIN APPROACH TO wOMEN
EMPOwERMENT
Retail

UK

• Shares gap analysis on women empowerment across the value chain through
several different assessments and how the company plans to address gaps
• Shares partnership to address root causes of gender inequality throughout
the value chain through a combination of research, community programs and
advocacy
• Shares community investment results by focus area and by region "
Source: https://www.diageo.com/PR1346/aws/media/6212/b0000391_diageo_ar-2018_interactive.pdf, p. 47
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GOVERNANCE TRAINING REPORTING
Chemicals

Germany

• Covers a wide range of compliance trainings including anti-trust law,
anti-corruption, and compliance with Code of Conduct
• Shares training results including number of people trained and share by region,
management, and function

Source: https://corporate.evonik.com/downloads/corporate/bpk/evonik_sustainability_report_2018.pdf, p. 32
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Deployment
Achieving sustainability goals require mobilizing the workforce and ensuring a continuous
learning mindset is embedded in the company’s processes. A successful deployment
program requires establishing a framework for effective communication and learning
for the employees and the members of the supply chain and establishing clear guidelines
and remedies for those who fail to follow the corporation’s sustainability standards. The
organization must incorporate sustainability issues into hiring and remuneration policies as
well as supplier identification processes and make sure that the management information
systems provide for adequate, appropriate, and verifiable data on key sustainability priorities.
Awareness of and responsibility for sustainability cannot be delegated to one segment of the
organization. It must be firmly established at the top and inculcated throughout all levels
and aspects of the company. And then it needs to be practiced as an integral part of doing
business. Internal control systems, external reviews, and stakeholder engagement processes.
Compliance requirements should all be utilized for continuous learning opportunities,
rather than as tick the box compliance requirements.

TABLE 25: CovErAgE of DEvELopmEnTs
Performs gap
analysis
shares for organization
Environmental
social

51%

10%
44%
16%

governance

Shares resources
allocated for
development

Takes Action Based
on Lessons Learned

75%

76%

51%

71%

74%

69%

9%

26%

shares by stakeholder group

42%

72%

72%

for Employees

38%

41%

60%

By geography

2%

22%

23%

for supply Chain

8%

43%

58%

for Communities

8%

70%

68%

•

76% take action based on learnings, 76% share resources allocated for development, but
only 52% report gap analysis on sustainability issues: even lower for governance (16%)
and environmental (10%) topics.

•

Gap analysis is mostly done for employees – looking in, <10% of companies disclose gap
analysis by geography, for supply chain and communities.

•

Very low results disclosure by geography: Less than ¼ disclose results for actions and
resources allocated, only 2% disclose gap analysis.
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Good Practice Examples

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT ANd IMPACT
Retail

UK

• Performs gap analysis to determine development opportunities in gender equality
by position and quantifies gender-pay gap
• Shares commitments and actions to address gender equality

Source: https://corporate.marksandspencer.com/documents/reports-results-and-publications/gender-pay-gap-reporting/m-and-sgender-pay-report, p. 4
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COMMUNITY INVESTMENT ANd IMPACT
Food
Processors

US

• Identifies gap in supplier network and fosters development of suppliers through
enforcement
• Excludes suppliers that do not meet the criteria
Source: https://www.mondelezinternational.com/~/media/MondelezCorporate/uploads/downloads/2018_Impact_Progress_Report.pdf,
p. 22
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COMMUNITY INVESTMENT ANd IMPACT
Machinery &
Equipment

UK

• Shares its community investment by type, geography, and topic
• Provides social impact assessment of main projects including local development
initiatives, youth training, projects to improve food availability and projects to
combat climate changes
• Quantifies impact on people, organization, environment, and business
Source: https://preview.thenewsmarket.com/Previews/CNHA/DocumentAssets/536277.pdf, p. 107-108-109
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Appendix I

Company Scores
APPENDIX
1 – COMPANY SCORES
Company

Overall

3M Co

TIER

AbbVie Inc

TIER

Adidas

TIER

AECI

TIER

AES Corp

TIER

US, Chemicals

US, Pharmaceuticals

DE, Consumer Goods

ZA, Chemicals

US, Utilities

Air Products & Chemcom TIER
US, Chemicals

Alcoa Corp

TIER

American Water Works

TIER

Anadolu Efes

TIER

Anglo American Kumba

TIER

US, Natural Resources

US, Utilities

TR, Food Processors

ZA, Natural Resources

Anglo American Platinum TIER
ZA, Natural Resources

Anglogold Ashanti

TIER

AB InBev

TIER

Antofagasta

TIER

Aptiv

TIER

Archer-Daniels-Midland

TIER

Ashok Leyland

TIER

ZA, Natural Resources

DE, Food Processors

UK, Natural Resources

US, Automotive

US, Food Processors

IN, Automotive

Guidance

2
4
1
5
3
2
4
4
3
1
3
1
2
1
5
4
2

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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Company

Overall

Asian Paints

TIER

Aspen Pharmacare

TIER

IN, Chemicals

ZA, Pharmaceuticals

Associated British Foods TIER
UK, Food Processors

AstraZeneca

TIER

Avenue Supermarts

TIER

Aygaz

TIER

B&M

TIER

Baker Hughes

TIER

BASF

TIER

Bayer

TIER

Beiersdorf

TIER

Best Buy

TIER

Bharti Airtel

TIER

BHP Billiton

TIER

BMW

TIER

Brenntag

TIER

Bristol-Myers Squibb

TIER

Britannia Industries

TIER

UK, Pharmaceuticals

IN, Retail

TR, Natural Resources

UK, Retail

US, Natural Resources

DE, Chemicals

DE, Pharmaceuticals

DE, Consumer Goods

US, Retail

IN, Telecommunication

ZA, Natural Resources

DE, Automotive

DE, Chemicals

US, Pharmaceuticals

IN, Food Processors

Guidance

5
2
1
1
5
3
5
4
1
4
2
1
2
1
2
4
1
5

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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Company

Overall

B+T Group

TIER

Burberry Group

TIER

Cadila Healthcare

TIER

Campbell Soup

TIER

Caterpillar

TIER

Centrica

TIER

China Everbright Intl

TIER

China Gas Holdings

TIER

China Mobile

TIER

UK, Telecommunication

UK, Consumer Goods

IN, Pharmaceuticals

US, Food Processors

US, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Utilities

CN, Utilities

CN, Utilities

CN, Telecommunication

China Resources Gas Grp TIER
CN, Utilities

China United

TIER

China Yangtze Power

TIER

Cipla

TIER

Clicks Group

TIER

CLP Holdings

TIER

CNH Industrial

TIER

Coal India

TIER

Coca-Cola İçecek

TIER

CN, Telecommunication

CN, Utilities

IN, Pharmaceuticals

ZA, Retail

CN, Utilities

UK, Machinery & Equipment

IN, Natural Resources

TR, Food Processors

Guidance

1
2
5
1
4
1
2
3
1
3
5
5
4
3
1
3
5
1

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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Company

Overall

Coca-Cola
European Partners

TIER

Coca-Cola HBC

TIER

Colgate-Palmolive

TIER

Colgate-Palmolive Co

TIER

Conagra Brands

TIER

ConocoPhillips

TIER

Continental

TIER

Covestro

TIER

Croda International

TIER

Cummins

TIER

Dabur India

TIER

Deere & Co

TIER

Deutsche Telekom

TIER

Diageo

TIER

Dongfang Electric Corp

TIER

Dover Corp

TIER

UK, Food Processors
UK, Food Processors

IN, Consumer Goods

US, Consumer Goods

US, Food Processors

US, Natural Resources

DE, Automotive

DE, Chemicals

UK, Chemicals

US, Machinery & Equipment

IN, Consumer Goods

US, Machinery & Equipment

DE, Telecommunication

UK, Food Processors

CN, Machinery & Equipment

US, Machinery & Equipment

Dr Reddy’s Laboratories TIER
IN, Pharmaceuticals

DuPont

US, Chemicals

TIER

Guidance

2
1
5
2
4
2
5
2
1
1
4
5
2
1
5
5
1
5

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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E.On SE

TIER

Eaton Corp

TIER

Ecolab

TIER

Edison International

TIER

Emerson Electric

TIER

ENN Energy Holdings

TIER

Entergy Corp

TIER

Evonik Industries

TIER

Exelon Corp

TIER

Exide Industries

TIER

Exxaro Resources

TIER

Ford Otosan

TIER

Freenet Group

TIER

Gail India

TIER

Gap Inc

TIER

GEA Group

TIER

General Mills

TIER

General Motors

TIER

DE, Utilities

US, Machinery & Equipment

US, Chemicals

US, Utilities

US, Machinery & Equipment

CN, Utilities

US, Utilities

DE, Chemicals

US, Utilities

IN, Natural Resources

ZA, Natural Resources

TR, Automotive

DE, Telecommunication

IN, Utilities

US, Retail

DE, Machinery & Equipment

US, Food Processors

US, Automotive

Guidance

5
3
5
3
4
2
3
1
1
5
1
2
5
2
1
3
2
3

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 3

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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GlaxoSmithKline

TIER

Glencore

TIER

Godrej
Consumer Products

TIER

Gold Fields

TIER

Greggs

TIER

Guangdong Investment

TIER

Hain Celestial Group

TIER

Harmony

TIER

Havells India

TIER

HELLA

TIER

Henkel

TIER

Hero MotoCorp

TIER

Hershey’s

TIER

Hess Corp

TIER

Hikma Pharmaceuticals

TIER

Hindalco Industries

TIER

HK & China Gas

TIER

UK, Pharmaceuticals

ZA, Natural Resources

IN, Consumer Goods

ZA, Natural Resources

UK, Retail

CN, Utilities

US, Food Processors

ZA, Natural Resources

IN, Machinery & Equipment

DE, Automotive

DE, Consumer Goods

IN, Automotive

US, Food Processors

US, Natural Resources

UK, Pharmaceuticals

IN, Natural Resources

CN, Utilities

Honeywell International TIER
US, Machinery & Equipment

Guidance

1
2
2
1
3
3
4
1
2
5
1
2
1
1
4
4
5
5

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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Hugo Boss

TIER

IDEX Corp

TIER

IMI

TIER

Impala Platinum

TIER

Ingersoll-Rand

TIER

DE, Retail

US, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Machinery & Equipment

ZA, Natural Resources

US, Machinery & Equipment

Intl Flavors & Fragrances TIER
US, Chemicals

Johnson Control Intl

TIER

Johnson Matthey

TIER

K+S

TIER

Kellogg’s

TIER

KION Group

TIER

Kingfisher

TIER

Kumba Iron Ore

TIER

Lanxess

TIER

Lennox International

TIER

Liberty Global

TIER

Linde AG

TIER

Linde Plc

TIER

US, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Chemicals

DE, Chemicals

US, Food Processors

DE, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Retail

ZA, Natural Resources

DE, Chemicals

US, Machinery & Equipment

US, Machinery & Equipment

DE, Chemicals

US, Chemicals

Guidance

2
5
3
3
1
2
5
5
5
1
5
1
5
2
5
3
5
1

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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LONGi Green Energy

TIER

Lupin

TIER

Mahindra & Mahindra

TIER

Marico

TIER

CN, Natural Resources

IN, Pharmaceuticals

IN, Automotive

IN, Food Processors

Marks & Spencer Group TIER
UK, Retail

Maruti Suzuki

TIER

Metro

TIER

Migros Ticaret

TIER

MMI Holdings

TIER

Molson Coors Brewing

TIER

Mondelez International

TIER

Morrisons

TIER

IN, Automotive

DE, Retail

TR, Retail

ZA, Machinery & Equipment

US, Food Processors

US, Food Processors

UK, Retail

Motherson Sumi Systems TIER
IN, Automotive

Mr Price Group

TIER

MTN Group

TIER

National Grid

TIER

Nestle India

TIER

Newmont Mining

TIER

ZA, Retail

ZA, Telecommunication

UK, Utilities

IN, Food Processors

US, Natural Resources

Guidance

5
5
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
3
2
4
5
5
1
1
4
1

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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NEXT

TIER

NMDC

TIER

NTPC

TIER

Ocado

TIER

Omnia Holdings

TIER

Oshkosh Corp

TIER

Osram

TIER

Parker-Hannifin

TIER

Pennon Group

TIER

Petkim

TIER

Pick n Pay Stores

TIER

Pioneer Foods

TIER

Puma

TIER

UK, Retail

IN, Natural Resources

IN, Utilities

UK, Retail

ZA, Chemicals

US, Machinery & Equipment

DE, Machinery & Equipment

US, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Utilities

TR, Chemicals

ZA, Retail

ZA, Food Processors

DE, Consumer Goods

Reckitt Benckiser Group TIER
UK, Consumer Goods

Richemont

TIER

Rio Tinto

TIER

Rotork

TIER

Royal Dutch Shell

TIER

ZA, Consumer Goods

UK, Natural Resources

UK, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Natural Resources

Guidance

3
4
2
4
4
2
3
5
3
5
1
3
2
1
2
1
4
2

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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RWE

TIER

Sainsbury’s

TIER

Sasol

TIER

Schlumberger

TIER

Sempra Energy

TIER

Severn Trent

TIER

DE, Utilities

UK, Retail

ZA, Chemicals

US, Natural Resources

US, Utilities

UK, Utilities

Shanghai Electric Group TIER
CN, Machinery & Equipment

Sibanye Stillwater

TIER

Siemens Germany

TIER

Siemens India

TIER

Smiths Group

TIER

South32

TIER

Spirax Sarco

TIER

SSE

TIER

Sun Pharma

TIER

Symrise

TIER

Tata Chemicals

TIER

Tata Global Beverages

TIER

ZA, Natural Resources

DE, Machinery & Equipment

IN, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Machinery & Equipment

ZA, Natural Resources

UK, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Utilities

IN, Pharmaceuticals

DE, Chemicals

IN, Chemicals

IN, Food Processors

Guidance

5
5
2
2
1
1
5
1
3
5
3
3
3
2
5
4
2
5

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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Tata Motors

TIER

Tate & Lyle

TIER

TE Connectivity

TIER

TechnipFMC

TIER

Telefónica Deutschland

TIER

Telkom SA SOC

TIER

Tesco

TIER

Tesla

TIER

The Foschini Group

TIER

Tiger Brands

TIER

Titan Company

TIER

Tofaş

TIER

Truworths International

TIER

Tüpraş

TIER

Türk Telekom

TIER

Turkcell

TIER

Ülker Bisküvi

TIER

Unilever

TIER

IN, Automotive

UK, Food Processors

US, Natural Resources

US, Natural Resources

DE, Telecommunication

ZA, Telecommunication

UK, Retail

US, Automotive

ZA, Retail

ZA, Food Processors

IN, Consumer Goods

TR, Automotive

ZA, Retail

TR, Natural Resources

TR, Telecommunication

TR, Telecommunication

TR, Food Processors

UK, Consumer Goods

Guidance

1
5
2
5
2
5
1
5
4
2
4
3
5
3
5
5
2
1

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 3

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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United Utilities Group

TIER

UPL

TIER

Vedanta

TIER

Vipshop Holdings

TIER

Vodacom Group

TIER

Vodafone Group

TIER

Waste Management Inc

TIER

Weir Group

TIER

WHSmith

TIER

Wood Group

TIER

Woolworths Holdings

TIER

Xylem Inc

TIER

Zalando

TIER

Zoetis

TIER

Zorlu Enerji

TIER

UK, Utilities

IN, Chemicals

IN, Natural Resources

CN, Retail

ZA, Telecommunication

UK, Telecommunication

US, Utilities

UK, Machinery & Equipment

UK, Retail

UK, Natural Resources

ZA, Retail

US, Machinery & Equipment

DE, Retail

US, Pharmaceuticals

TR, Utilities

Guidance

1
3
4
2
1
1
2
3
5
1
1
1
3
5
5

Implementation Oversight

Learning

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 5

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 1

TIER 1

TIER 2

TIER 3

TIER 3

TIER 2

TIER 4

TIER 2

TIER 5

TIER 4

TIER 5

TIER 3

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 4

TIER 5

Initiatives

Highlighted companies and tiers indicate “top performers”
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APPENDIX 2 – METHODOLOGY
The Sustainability Governance Scorecard is an impact-research with a
motivation to help improve the state of the world by measuring and learning
from the peers. It is designed as an improvement tool for the companies to
have a more sustainable future.

Sampling
The research mainly focuses on quality of decision making and governance
of sustainability issues. The scope encompassed 212 different companies
from 10 industries in 7 countries. The companies are trading at key
sustainability stock exchanges which are signatories of Sustainable Stock
Exchanges Initiative. The companies which have asset size higher than
1 Billion Dollar are selected and diversified by different initiatives and
reporting schemes. Selected 10 industries are comparable across countries.
Financial and technology companies are not selected due to their regulatory
standards may vary by country.

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE
212 Companies Evaluated from 7 Countries & 10 Sectors
United States

54

United Kingdom 41

Number of
companies
in sample

Automotive 14

Chemicals 23

Machinery & Equipment 30
Retail 24

Consumer Goods 13
Natural Resources 32
Telecommunication 13

India

33

Germany

29

South Africa

29

China

14

Türkiye

12

Food Processors 24
Pharmaceuticals 13
Utilities 26
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TABLE 26: DISTRIBUTION OF COMPANIES BY INITIATIVES

# of
Companies

Integrated
Reporting

SASB
Reporting

GRI
Reporting

UNGC
Signatory

UNGC 100
Companies

UNGC Lead
Companies

China

0

0

5

2

0

0

Germany

3

4

24

21

5

1

India

4

1

8

7

1

0

South Africa

25

3

18

10

1

0

Türkiye

0

1

6

3

1

0

UK

2

5

16

18

2

1

US

2

23

30

18

4

1

TOTAL

36

37

107

79

14

3

Evaluation Criteria:
The SG Scorecard© identifies and utilizes 390 measurable criteria for
sustainability governance. The criteria are either met or not met (0/1).
The criteria are defined to assess the governance quality of companies’
sustainability efforts under four main areas:
•

providing guidance,

•

implementation,

•

oversight of the board,

•

continuous learning throughout the cycle.*

Each of these areas are assessed with objective criteria, designed through a
lens of governance.
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*

This research was inspired
by the publication of
Dr. Yılmaz Argüden,
which includes “The
sustainability checklist
for responsible boards”.
The short version of
checklist is listed in
Appendix 3.
For the full version of
the checklist, please
refer to " Responsible
Boards - Action Plan for
a Sustainable Future"
article of Dr.Yılmaz
Argüden published
in IFC Private Sector
Opinion 36, 2015.
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The key areas SG Scorecard identifies are listed in the following table:

KEY AREAS IDENTIFIED IN THE MODEL
Guidance

Implementation

Oversight

Learning

Board Composition
and Diversity (Skill
Matrix)

ESG Results

Board Oversight
Responsibilities

Resource allocations
for improvement

Comprehensive board
guidance on ESG
(Policy, KPI, Target)

ESG Results Evaluation
(Trend, benchmark)

Sustainability
Governance Structure

ESG training

Stakeholder Map and
Engagement

Supply Chain Coverage
and Audit

Internal Control and
Independent Audit

ESG developments
(performance
management, process
change, resources
allocated for
improvement)

Materiality and board
review

Community/Ecosystem

Link to Executive
Compensation

Scope of training and
developments

Link to Executive
Compensation

Results Alignment with
SDGs

Value Creation Model

Stakeholder consultation

Strategy Alignment
with SDGs

Risk mitigation

/Partnership Results

Board Evaluation

•

Coverage: Across all employee groups, geographies, supply chain and impact of product throughout the
life-cycle (ecosystem view)

•

Depth: Depth of ESG reporting
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Data Collection
The analysis is limited only with the publicly available data. The research
utilizes;
•

2018 Annual Reports,

•

2018 Sustainability Reports,

•

Governance and Sustainability section of the companies’ Websites.

After the data collection process was finalized, we shared our evaluation of
the data with the investment relations departments of Global Sustainability
Leaders to provide them an opportunity to review the way we have
interpreted their disclosures with respect to the 390 criteria (APPENDIX 4)
for this research.

Evaluation Method
Measurement is conducted by weighted average method. The evaluation
includes two dimensions;
•

Breadth of sustainability approach: Criteria which all the company
should adopt in order to ensure the sustainability climate in the
company are named as breadth criteria. Breadth criteria give clue the
question “What?”. It provides information about the approach company
adopted in terms of sustainability governance.

•

Depth of sustainability approach: Criteria which show the internalization
of the essence of sustainability governance culture are listed as depth
criteria. Depth criteria give clue the question “How?”. It provides the
detailed information about how the company deploy sustainability
governance throughout its impact span.

The scorecard is evaluated based on the combination of breadth and depth
score and shared by 5 tiers to provide better granularity in order to identify
good examples. The list in each tier is distributed alphabetically.
The SG Scorecard does not aim to measure the sustainability performance
but seeks the presence of an environment and a climate of sustainability
governance where sustainability efforts can flourish. In line with this
perspective, the Report is distinguished by sharing best in class examples
of various sustainability governance steps which fosters the learning pace
among peers.
The research is expected to provide an opportunity for benchmarking
and serve as a guideline for creating effective sustainability governance
mechanisms, learning from peers, and thereby contributing to deployment
of good practices on sustainability.
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APPENDIX 3 - THE SUSTAINABILITY
CHECKLIST FOR RESPONSIBLE BOARDS
Board Skills and Diversity
1.

Does the board have the right skills to provide guidance and oversight to the sustainability plans
of the corporation?
a. Does the Board have sufficient expertise to understand the decision-making processes of key
stakeholders?
b. Does the Board have members who are familiar with the evolving sustainability standards and
benchmarks?
c. Does the Board have enough diversity to adequately evaluate the different dimensions
(industry experience diversity, age diversity, ethnic diversity, gender diversity, geographical
diversity, stakeholder experience diversity) perspectives, and risks of the sustainability issues?
d. Is there a board skills matrix detailing the skills and experiences of board members across
multiple dimensions, including sustainability as skill across ESG areas relevant for the
company?

Materiality and Stakeholder Engagement
2.

Have the material issues that would substantially affect the company’s strategy, business model,
capital or performance been properly identified?
a. Has the Board been involved in setting the materiality thresholds in each sustainability area?
(economic, environmental, social, governance)?
b. Have the trends, current and future impacts been considered?
c. Has the management prioritized the key sustainability issues?
d. Has the management considered resource requirements to deal with the prioritized issues in
its mitigation plans?

3.

Has an adequate stakeholder engagement process been conducted?
a. Has the management comprehensively identified its relevant stakeholders and prepared a
stakeholder map?
b. Has the management identified material ESG issues for each stakeholder group through
2-way communication (including how the company can impact the issue and how the
stakeholders can add value)?
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c. Has the management identified sustainability initiatives targeting each stakeholder group and
communicated results to the company’s stakeholders?
d. Does the Board have access to the key issues raised by this process?
e. Does the Board have a process to evaluate the management’s sustainability plans to address
the key issues?
4.

Has the board reviewed the materiality matrix to include:
a. Material ESG issues for the company in the short-term and the long-term?
b. Material effects of ESG issues on all stakeholders including the planet, employees, and
communities in which the company operates in for the short-term and the long-term?

Comprehensive Scope and Deployment
5.

Comprehensive Scope: Does the board have a Sustainability Charter with appropriate scope?
a. Does it include all areas of sustainability, such as safety, health, environmental and
community impact, human rights, labor rights, anti-corruption, and business ethics?
b. Does it include the responsibilities throughout the value chain?
c. Does it include product responsibilities throughout the life cycle of the corporation’s full
product portfolio?
d. Does it include highest standards of conduct in all the jurisdictions that the corporation
operates in?

6.

Leadership: Has the Board reviewed and approved the company’s sustainability mission?
a. Are the key sustainability issues identified and approved by the Board incorporated into the
Corporation’s strategies, policies, objectives, and associated management systems (value
creation opportunities)?
b. Has the Corporation allocated sufficient resources to address the key sustainability issues?
(sustainability of the efforts)

7.

Deployment: Are all the executives and key employees of the corporation in different geographies
familiar with the sustainability priorities of the corporation?
a. Incentives: Does the Board link sustainability performance metrics with the remuneration
policy for top management?
b. Remedies: Does the Board have an explicit policy for those who fail to follow the sustainability
standards of the corporation?
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Right Process and Information
8.

Does the Board have the right processes to provide guidance and oversight to the sustainability
plans of the corporation?
a. Has the Board established a special Sustainability Committee to review the sustainability risks
and plans to highlight the key issues for the full Board to consider?
b. Does the Board understand the sustainability risks and impacts across the corporation’s value
chain and how this might impact the competitive positioning of the Corporation?
c. Does the Board provide guidance on incorporation of sustainability issues to corporate
strategy and focus on sustainability driven innovation, value creation opportunities?
d. Does the Board provide sufficient oversight to the management’s identification of risks and
opportunities of sustainability issues, including those related to strategy, regulatory and
legal liability, product development and pricing, disclosure, and reputation, as well as the
management’s action plans?
e. Does the Board have access to outside experts on various dimensions of sustainability to
receive second opinion on management reports on sustainability issues?
f. Has the Board allocated specific and sufficient time during its annual time budget to
adequately review sustainability issues for the corporation?
g. Does the Board conduct a regular self-evaluation exercise that incorporates the Board’s
approach and effectiveness in providing guidance and oversight on sustainability issues?

9.

Does the Board receive timely and adequate information to evaluate the performance of the
Corporation’s sustainability plans?
a. Oversight of the quality of implementation: Does the Board regularly receive sufficient
information about the sustainability performance of the corporation, including comparisons
with past performance and budget targets?
b. Continuous learning: How about lead indicators, current trends, emerging issues, emerging
benchmarks, compliance with applicable laws and regulations, and the key upcoming
regulations and standards?
c. Is information about the level of intellectual capital and reputation of the Corporation
measured and made available to the Board?
d. Does the board receive findings and recommendations from any investigation or audit by
the internal audit department, external auditors, regulatory agencies, corporation’s insurance
companies, or third-party consultants concerning the corporation’s sustainability matters on a
timely basis?
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Global Goals, Disclosure, and Learning
10. Partnership for Goals
a. Has the company incorporated SDGs into their sustainability strategy process and prioritized
relevant SDGs?
b. Does the Board set targets, measure impact and monitor progress across relevant SDG
categories?
c. Does the Board evaluate potential partnership opportunities for progress against goals and
measure the combined impact of cooperative initiatives?
11. Reporting and Communication
a. Has the Board adopted a disclosure policy for the Corporation’s sustainability program, and
does it review the Disclosure on management approach to sustainability?
b. How does the board ensure itself that the sustainability reporting by the company is adequate,
appropriate, and verifiable?
12. Continuous Learning: How does the Board ensure continuous learning both within the
organization, and throughout the supply chain regarding developing sustainability issues?
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APPENDIX 4 - ASSESSMENT QUESTIONS
GUIDANCE
SECTION

DETAIL

Environmental policy

Social policy
Policy

Governance policy

Supply chain policy

B/D CRITERIA
B

The company shares its environmental policies.

D

Environmental policy includes water.

D

Environmental policy includes climate change.

D

Environmental policy includes energy.

D

Environmental policy includes biodiversity.

D

Environmental policy includes waste management.

D

Environmental policy includes hazardous materials.

D

Environmental policy includes responsible sourcing.

B

The company shares its social policies.

D

Social policy includes human rights issues.

D

Social policy includes product safety.

D

Social policy includes customer privacy.

D

Social policy includes stakeholder engagement.

D

Social policy includes data security.

D

Social policy includes customer/community related issues.

D

Social policy includes child labor.

D

Social policy includes forced labor.

D

Social policy includes freedom of association.

D

Social policy includes non discrimination.

D

Social policy includes diversity and inclusion.

D

Social policy includes gender equality.

D

Social policy includes labor privacy.

D

Social policy includes health and safety.

D

Social policy includes human resources development.

B

The company shares its governance policies.

D

Governance policy includes board diversity issues.

D

Governance policy includes risk management.

D

Governance policy includes Supplier Code of Conduct.

D

Governance policy includes business ethics.

D

Governance policy includes anti-corruption.

D

Governance policy incudes executive compensation.

D

Governance policy includes donations.

D

Governance policy includes related party transactions.

D

Governance policy includes succession planning.

B

The company shares its Supplier Code of Conduct.

D

Supplier Code of Conduct includes environmental issues.
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SECTION
Policy

DETAIL
Supply chain policy

Stakeholder map

Stakeholder
Engagement

Stakeholder
objectives

Materiality

Materiality matrix

Environmental KPIs
KPIs

Social KPIs
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B/D CRITERIA
D

Supplier Code of Conduct includes social issues.

D

Supplier Code of Conduct includes governance issues.

B

The company shares its stakeholder map.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Environment.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Public/Media.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Community.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes NGOs.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Government.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Customers.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Supply Chain.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Employees.

D

The shared stakeholder map includes Shareholders.

B

The company shares objectives for its stakeholders.

D

The company shares objectives for Environment.

D

The company shares objectives for Public/Media.

D

The company shares objectives for NGOs.

D

The company shares objectives for Community.

D

The company shares objectives for Government.

D

The company shares objectives for Customers.

D

The company shares objectives for Supply Chain.

D

The company shares objectives for Employees.

D

The company shares objectives for Shareholders.

B

The company shares process for selecting material issues.

B

The company shares list of material issues.

D

The shared list of material issues includes environmental issues.

D

The shared list of material issues includes social issues.

D

The shared list of material issues includes issues related to governance.

B

The company shares its materiality matrix.

D

The company shares assessment of material issues for company.

D

The company shares assessment of material issues for stakeholders.

B

The company shares its environmental KPIs.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to water.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to climate change/emissions.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to energy.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to waste management.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to biodiversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to hazardous materials.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to responsible sourcing.

B

The company shares its social KPIs.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to diversity.
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SECTION

DETAIL
Social KPIs

KPIs
Governance KPIs

Environmental
Targets

Targets

Env.Targets for
Value Chain
Environmental
Stewardship

Social Targets

Social Targets for
Value Chain

B/D CRITERIA
D

The company shares its KPIs related to health and safety.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to gender equality.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to product responsibility.

B

The company shares its governance KPIs.

D

The company shares its board diversity KPIs.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to age diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to tenure diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to experience diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to gender diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to geographical diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to race diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to background/education diversity.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to stakeholder relations diversity.

D

The company shares its executive compensation KPIs.

D

The company shares its financial KPIs related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its non-financial KPIs related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its environmental KPIs related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its social KPIs related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its governance KPIs related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its compliance KPIs.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to ethics.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to anti-corruption.

D

The company shares its KPIs related to supplier code of conduct.

B

The company shares its environmental targets.

D

The company shares its targets related to water.

D

The company shares its targets related to climate change/emissions.

D

The company shares its targets related to energy.

D

The company shares its targets related to waste management.

D

The company shares its targets related to biodiversity.

D

The company shares its targets related to hazardous materials.

D

The company shares its targets related to responsible sourcing.

B

The company shares its environmental targets for value chain.

B

The company shares its targets for environmental stewardship.

B

The company shares its social targets.

D

The company shares its targets related to diversity and inclusion.

D

The company shares its targets related to health and safety.

D

The company shares its targets related to human rights and labor practices.

D

The company shares its targets related to product design and portfolio.

B

The company shares its social targets for value chain.
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SECTION

DETAIL
Community
Empowerment

Targets

B

The company shares its targets for community empowerment.

B

The company shares its governance targets.

D

The company shares its targets related to board diversity.

D

The company shares its targets related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its targets related to compliance.

Value Chain

B

The company shares its governance targets for value chain.

Stewardship

B

The company shares its targets for partnership for goals.

B

The company shares its value creation process visually.

B

The company shares its business model.

D

The company shares its assessment of human resources as a capital.

D

The company shares its assessment of financial resources as a capital.

D

The company shares its assessment of manufactured resources as a capital.

D

The company shares its assessment of natural resources as a capital.

D

The company shares its assessment of relationship resources as a capital.

D

The company shares its assessment of intellectual resources as a capital.

B

The company aligns its strategy with SDGs.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 1: No Poverty and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 2: No Hunger and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 3: Good Health and Well Being and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 4: Quality Education and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 5: Gender Equality and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 9: Industry Innovation and Infrastructure and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 10: Reduced Inequality and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 12: Responsible Consumption and Production
and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 13: Climate Action and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 14: Life Below Water and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 15: Life on Land and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 16: Peace and Justice Strong Institutions and shares it.

D

The company aligns its strategy with SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals and shares it.

B

The company shares its Board Charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to appointment and remuneration in its
board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to succession planning in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to board independence in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to access to information/independent
advice in its board charter.

Governance Targets

Business model

Strategy

Strategy link with
SDGs

Board
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SECTION

DETAIL

Board charter

Board
Board
responsibilities

Board composition

B/D CRITERIA
D

The company defines and shares issues related to training/orientation in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to board evaluation in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to role of the chair in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to duties of the members in its board
charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to committees in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues related to conflict of interest and related party
transactions in its board charter.

D

The company defines and shares issues its code of conduct in the board charter.

B

The company shares the role of the board in its Charter.

D

The company defines and shares that strategy is one of the board's responsibilities.

D

The company defines and shares that audit is one of the board's responsibilities.

D

The company defines and shares that risk management is one of the board's
responsibilities.

D

The company defines and shares that sustainability is one of the board's responsibilities.

D

The company defines and shares that internal control is one of the board's responsibilities.

D

The company defines and shares that ethics is one of the board's responsibilities.

B

The company shares a board skills matrix

D

The company shares sustainability as skill in skills matrix.

D

The company shares human resources as skill in skills matrix

D

The company shares stakeholder engagement as skill in skills matrix.

D

The company shares risk management as skill in skills matrix.

IMPLEMENTATION
SECTION

DETAIL

Environmental
outcomes

Results
Env. outcomes
coverage
Env. stewardship
results

Social outcomes

B/D CRITERIA
B

The company shares its environmental performance results.

D

The company shares its performance results related to water.

D

The company shares its performance results related to climate change/emissions.

D

The company shares its performance results related to energy.

D

The company shares its performance results related to waste management.

D

The company shares its performance results related to biodiversity.

D

The company shares its performance results related to hazardous materials.

D

The company shares its performance results related to responsible sourcing.

B

The company shares its environmental performance results by geography.

B

The company shares its environmental performance results for supply chain.

B

The company shares its environmental performance results for environmental
stewardship.

B

The company shares its social performance results.

D

The company shares its performance results related to diversity and inclusion.

D

The company shares its performance results related to health and safety.

D

The company shares its performance results related to human rights and labor practices.
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SECTION

DETAIL
Social outcomes
Social outcomes
coverage
Community
empowerment
results
Governance
outcomes

Governance
outcomes coverage
Partnership for
goals results

Results

Value creation for
stakeholders

Stakeholder
engagement
methods

Results linked with
SDGs
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B/D CRITERIA
D

The company shares its performance results related to product design and portfolio.

B

The company shares its social performance results by employee group.

B

The company shares its social performance results by geography.

B

The company shares its social performance results for supply chain

B

The company shares its social performance results for community empowerment

B

The company shares its governance performance results.

D

The company measures and shares its board diversity.

D

The company measures and shares its executive compensation.

D

The company measures and shares its compliance data.

B

The company shares its governance performance results by employee group.

B

The company shares its governance performance results by geography.

B

The company shares its governance performance results for supply chain.

B

The company shares its governance performance results for partnership for goals.

B

The company measures and shares its value creation for external stakeholders.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for environment.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for community.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for goverment.

B

The company measures and shares its value creation for internal stakeholders.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for customers.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for supply chain.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for employees.

D

The company measures and shares its value creation for shareholders.

B

The company shares its stakeholder engagement methods

D

The company conducts surveys for stakeholder engagement and shares it.

D

The company organizes workshops for stakeholder engagement and shares it.

D

The company organizes one to one meetings for stakeholder engagement and
shares it.

D

The company organizes public meetings for stakeholder engagement and shares it.

D

The company organizes focus groups for stakeholder engagement and shares it.

D

The company conducts research for stakeholder engagement and shares it.

D

The company uses participatory tools for stakeholder engagement and shares it.

B

The company links its results with SDGs.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 1: No Poverty.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 2: No Hunger.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 3: Good Health and Well Being.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 4: Quality Education.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 5: Gender Equality.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 7: Affordable and Clean Energy.
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SECTION

Results

DETAIL

Results linked with
SDGs

Risk mitigation
coverage
Risk Management
Risk management
approach

Supply Chain
Assurance

Supply chain
assurance coverage

B/D CRITERIA
D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 9: Industry Innovation and
Infrastructure.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 10: Reduced Inequality.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 12: Responsible Consumption and
Production.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 13: Climate Action.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 14: Life Below Water.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 15: Life on Land.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 16: Peace and Justice Strong
Institutions.

D

The company shares its results linked with SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals.

B

The company shares its risk mitigation approach.

D

The company shares its financial risk mitigation approach.

D

The company shares its environmental risk mitigation approach.

D

The company shares its social risk mitigation approach.

D

The company shares its reputation risk mitigation aproach.

B

The company shares its risk management approach for sustainability.

D

The company shares its risk transfer approach for sustainability.

D

The company shares its risk taking approach for sustainability.

D

The company shares its risk limitation approach for sustainability.

B

The company shares its supply chain assurance results.

D

The company shares its supply chain assurance results for environmental issues .

D

The company shares its supply chain assurance results for social issues.

D

The company shares its supply chain assurance results for governance issues .

B

The company shares its assurance result for supply chain.

D

The company shares its compliance assurance result for supply chain.

D

The company shares its certification assurance result for supply chain.

D

The company shares its 3rd party verification/audit assurance result for supply chain.

OVERSIGHT
SECTION

DETAIL
Environmental
results evaluation

Results Evaluation
Social results
evaluation

B/D CRITERIA
B

The company shares its evaluation of environmental results.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to water.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to climate change/emissions.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to energy.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to waste management.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to biodiversity.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to hazardous materials.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to responsible sourcing.
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SECTION

DETAIL

Social results
evaluation
Results Evaluation
Governance results
evaluation

Board Evaluation

Evaluation methods

156

The company shares its evaluation of social results.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to gender equality.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to health and safety.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to diversity and inclusion.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to product responsibility.

B

The company shares its evaluation of governance results.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to board diversity.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to executive compensation.

D

The company shares its evaluation of results related to compliance.

B

The company evaluates and shares lost time related to the incidents.

B

The company shares its evaluation of the regulatory environment.

B

The company shares its evaluation of emerging standards.

B

The company shares its ex-post evaluation.
The company shares that the internal audit covers financials.

Internal audit coverage B

The company shares that the internal audit covers processes.

Internal audit structure B

The company defines and shares the role of the board in its audit committee charter.

Independent audit
coverage

Supply chain
assurance coverage

Audit/Assurance

B

Internal audit coverage B

Internal audit
coverage

Audit/Assurance

B/D CRITERIA

Supply chain
assurance coverage

D

The shared audit committee charter includes environmental issues.

D

The shared audit committee charter includes social issues.

D

The shared audit committee charter includes governance issues.

B

The company shares that the internal audit directly reports to the board.

B

Independent audit covers financial issues.

B

Independent audit covers non-financial issues.

D

The independent audit covers environmental issues.

D

The independent audit covers governance issues.

D

The independent audit covers social issues.

B

Independent audit covers supply chain.

B

The supply chain assurance process covers ESG issues.

D

The supply chain assurance process covers environmental issues.

D

The supply chain assurance process covers social issues.

D

The supply chain assurance process covers governance issues.

B

The company shares its supply chain assurance process.

D

The supply chain Assurance process includes compliance with Code of Conduct/Selfdeclaration.

D

The supply chain Assurance process includes certification.

D

The supply chain Assurance process includes internal audit/control.

D

The supply chain Assurance process includes 3rd party verification/independent audit.

B

The company shares its supply chain development approach.

D

The supply chain Assurance process includes capability building/training.

D

The supply chain Assurance process mentions channel for reporting
violations/grievances.

D

The supply chain Assurance process includes remedial action for high-risk suppliers.
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SECTION

DETAIL

B/D CRITERIA
B
D
D
D
D
D
D

Board's oversight
responsibilities

D
D
D
D
D
D

Board

D
D
D

Board committees

The company shares its board's oversight role.
The company defines and shares that business strategy is one of the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that environmental issues are listed in the board's
oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that human rights are listed in the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that labor rights are listed in the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that customer/community related issues are listed in
the board's oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that involvement in setting materiality levels is one of
the board's oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that risk management is one of the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that supplier code of conduct is one of the board's
oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that executive compensation is one of the board's
oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that succesion planning is one of the board's
oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that business ethics are listed in the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that anti-corruption is one of the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that related pary transactions are listed in the board's
oversight responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that donations are listed in the board's oversight
responsibilities.
The company defines and shares that regulatory compliance is one of the board's
oversight responsibilities.

B

The company has an audit committee.

D

The company shares its audit committee charter.

D

The company shares that its audit committee has an independent chair.

B

The company has a governance committee.

D

The company shares its governance committee charter.

D

The company shares that its governance committee has an independent chair.

B

The company has a remuneration and nomination committee.

D

The company shares its remuneration and nomination committee charter.

D

The company shares that its remuneration and nomination committee has an
independent chair.

B

The company has a risk committee.

D

The company shares its risk committee charter

D

The company shares that its risk committee has an independent chair.

B

The company has a sustainability committee.

D

The company shares its sustainability committee charter.

D

The company shares that its sustainability committee has an independent chair.
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LEARNING & DEPLOYMENT
SECTION

DETAIL

Gap analysis

Developments

Resources

Actions

Training

158

Environmental
sustainability
training

B/D CRITERIA
B

The company performs and shares its gap analysis to determine development opportunities.

D

Gap analysis and development opportunities include environmental issues.

D

Gap analysis and development opportunities include social issues.

D

Gap analysis and development opportunities include governance issues.

B

The company performs and shares its sustainability gap analysis by stakeholder group.

D

The company performs and shares its sustainability gap analysis for employees.

D

The company performs and shares its sustainability gap analysis by geography.

D

The company performs and shares its sustainability gap analysis for supply chain.

D

The company performs and shares its sustainability gap analysis for community.

B

The company shares its resource allocation for development opportunities.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for environmental issues.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for social issues.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for governance issues.

B

The company shares its resource allocation for sustainability by stakeholder group.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for sustainability for employees.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for sustainability by geography.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for sustainability for supply chain.

D

The company shares its resource allocation for sustainability for community.

B

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned.

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned for environmental
issues

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned for social issues

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned for governance issues

B

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned by stakeholder group.

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned for employees

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned by geography

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned for supply chain

D

The company takes action based on sustainability lessons learned by communities

B

The company conducts environmental sustainability trainings.

D

The company organizes and shares training for Climate change.

D

The company organizes and shares training for Water stewardship.

D

The company organizes and shares training for Energy efficiency.

D

The company organizes and shares training for Waste & packaging.

D

The company organizes and shares training for Responsible sourcing.
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SECTION

DETAIL

Environmental
sustainability
training

Social sustainability
training
Training

Governance
sustainability
training

B/D CRITERIA
B

The company shares metrics for environmental sustainability trainings.

D

The company shares environmental sustainability training metrics for employees.

D

The company shares environmental sustainability training metrics for management.

D

The company shares environmental sustainability training metrics by geography.

D

The company shares environmental sustainability training metrics for supply chain.

D

The company shares environmental sustainability training metrics for community.

B

The company conducts social sustainability trainings.

D

The company organizes and shares training for health and safety.

D

The company organizes and shares training for diversity and inclusion.

D

The company organizes and shares training for stakeholder engagement.

D

The company organizes and shares training for leadership development

B

The company shares metrics for social sustainability trainings.

D

The company shares social sustainability training metrics for employees.

D

The company shares social sustainability training metrics for management.

D

The company shares social sustainability training metrics by geography.

D

The company shares social sustainability training metrics for supply chain.

D

The company shares social sustainability training metrics for community.

B

The company conducts compliance sustainability trainings.

D

The company organizes and shares training for anti-corruption.

D

The company organizes and shares training for ethics.

D

The company organizes and shares training for supply chain.

B

The company shares metrics for governance sustainability trainings.

D

The company shares governance sustainability training metrics for employees.

D

The company shares governance sustainability training metrics for management.

D

The company shares governance sustainability training metrics by geography.

D

The company shares governance sustainability training metrics for supply chain.

D

The company shares governance sustainability training metrics for community.
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